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PREFACE
The fascinating world of condensed matter physics has intrigued me since I was an un-
dergraduate student who hah just touched quantum mechanics. It was professor Jin who
planted the big question in my mind: is complexity physics? Reductionists believe that
everything can be eventually explained using a few unied simple rules. But increasing
complexity when the number of objects increases denitely introduces a host of interesting
phenomena, which are studied in condensed matter physics. In the past a few decades,
cluster physics emerged as physicists attacked the issue of complexity, not only for un-
derstanding the fundamental physics but also for the great application potentials of small
systems. I was very lucky to join the small system lab in fall 2000 to study metal clusters.
When Ramiro Moro showed me the beautiful mass spectrum that can resolve a single pro-
ton, I was amazed. As I learned more and more about cluster physics, I discovered that
it involves classical and quantum mechanics, thermal and electrodynamics, statistical and
nonlinear physics, atomic molecular and condensed matter physics. I got more and more
excited by the wonder world I was entering. Starting with data analysis, I learned from my
advisor, Walt, the importance of a physicists ability to extract physical information from
raw data and also the importance of designing a convincing experiment. More important is
to respect all data. Any unusual experimental result may be a hint to new physics, espe-
cially in cluster physics. After an interesting discovery, it takes systematic study to verify
it. If a new phenomenon cannot be understood, we should neither ignore it nor rush to
publication. As a matter of fact, it took us about 4 years and hundreds of experiments
to understand the adiabatic process of clustersnegotiation with an inhomogeneous eld.
Another example is that we spent a year to understand the thermalization condition of the
cluster beam source. Now this hard work is paying o¤. Looking back to the six years in
the Small System Lab of Georgia Tech, I learned fundamental and new physics, but more
essentially, how to conduct physics research.
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SUMMARY
Magnetic properties of cobalt clusters (20  N  200) were studied in molecular
beams. The magnetization of cobalt clusters is studied at a broad range of temperatures,
magnetic elds and clusters sizes. It is shown that the magnetization of ferromagnetic clus-
ters in a cluster beam can be understood as an adiabatic process using the avoided crossing
theory. Besides the ground state that bears magnetic moment of about 2 B per atom,
an excited state that has 1 B per atom was discovered for every cobalt cluster observed.
The energy separations between the two states was investigated by photo-ionization experi-
ments. The ionization threshold shows that the energy gap between the two states is on the
order of 0.1 eV for small clusters (N < 100) and vanishes for larger clusters. Experiments
also show that the polarizability of the excited state is lower than that of the ground state,
which indicates a signicant electronic structure di¤erence between the two states. Two
states are also found for iron clusters (20  N  200) for which the magnetic moments per
atom are about 3 B for the ground state and 1 B for the excited states. This explains
the fractional magnetic moments as well as the local magnetic order observed above the
Curie temperatures for iron group ferromagnets. Further experiments show two states for
manganese clusters for which the ground state has magnetic moment of 1 B per atom in
about the same size range. This suggests that the two states are a universal phenomenon





Why are iron, cobalt and nickel magnetic? It has been a subject of wonder for thousands
of years. In history, many generations of theories of magnetism were developed. From
superstition to classical theory to quantum mechanical theory, we are closer and closer to
the truth. However, the theory is still not complete on this issue, due to the complexity
of the problem. That is why the Heisenberg model and the Stoner model are used in text
books to give an idea of ferromagnetism, although they both explain only part of the story.
In this chapter, the history of ferromagnetism is reviewed. Rather than enumerating
great names and dreadful jargon, I will present the problems and theories of bulk systems
side by side with those of the two atom system. The advantage is that the problem can
be formulated and the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized under some assumptions which is
not always possible for the bulk. This is not intended to downplay the importance of the
complexity of bulk systems, but I do believe it is helpful for getting a fundamental picture.
1.1 Classical theory
The ancient Greeks knew about the attractive force of a loadstone to iron, which they
explained by using mysterious spirits [115]. A later milestone discovery was that a suspended
small magnet always orients in the same direction. This not only brought a breakthrough in
navigation, but also led people to the idea of a magnetic eld that is produced by the earth.
Maxwells seminal equations demonstrated that classical electrodynamics is complete on the
macroscopic scale [78]: the important physical quantities like magnetic eld, magnetic dipole
moment and magnetization were all well-dened. The thermal properties of ferromagnets
were described by Curies law [39]: ferromagnets become paramagnetic above a critical
temperature TCurie, and the susceptibility  is inversely proportional to temperature, thus
 / 1T . To explain the paramagnetic behavior, Langevin proposed the idea that every
1
molecule or atom carries a magnetic moment molecular [99]. By using Boltzman statistics,













where L(x) = coth(x)   1x is the Langevin function. Because when x  1, L(x) =
x
3 , at
high temperature  = Nm<molecular>V Bexternal =
Nm2molecular
V 3kBT
; where Nm is the number of molecules
and V is the volume.
Although Langevins theory explained paramagnetism, ferromagnetism was still a mys-
tery in the view of classical electrodynamics: if you put two macroscopic magnets with
magnetic moments  ! 1 and  ! 2 side by side, they tend to antialign. This means the mag-
netic eld that is given by dipole  ! 1 and felt by  ! 2 is
 !
B 1 =  a ! 1; (1)
where a is a positive constant. Should the minus sign in (1) be positive, the two magnets
would be aligned, which means a big ferromagnet could be considered as many small ferro-
magnets side by side. Intuitively Weiss [186] added one ad hoc assumption of a molecular
eld, stating that every molecule feels the molecular eld that is given by all the other






where  ! i is the magnetic moment of ith molecule as a vector and more importantly
molecular is a positive constant. Treating (2) with Langevins theory selfconsistently,
Weiss succeeded in explaining ferromagnetism phenomenologically using only one parameter







where  is the magnitude of the magnetic moment of every molecule. At low temperature,









which is called the Curie Weiss law.
So far the Weiss mean eld theory semi-quantitatively explained ferromagnetism. The
theory is outstanding because it introduces only one parameter molecular and it works for
all kinds of ferromagnets. The question that was left was: what is the origin of the molecular
eld? Actually, two unusual features of the molecular eld were puzzling people: rst the
molecular eld has a di¤erent sign from the dipole eld, and second the molecular eld
is several orders of magnitude stronger than the dipole eld. It turns out that quantum
mechanics is the key to understanding the molecular eld [181].
1.2 Quantum theory
1.2.1 Magnetic moment of atom
A major initial success of quantum mechanics for magnetism was to explain the origin of
the atomic magnetic moment. It can be shown that for an electron in magnetic eld B, an
extra term will appear in the electrons Hamiltonian Hmag =  gLandeBJzB; where gLande
is called the Lande factor, B is the Bohr magneton (9:27  10 24 Am2), and Jz is the
projection of the angular momentum on the direction of the magnetic eld ( J  Jz  J).





S ). The projection of magnetic moment on the eld direction can be found
from z   
@Hmag
@B = gLandeBJz. The magnitude of the moment can be dened as the
maximum projection   maxz = gLandeBJ .






S , the Lande factor
gLande = gL
J(J + 1)  S(S + 1) + L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1)
+ gS
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)  L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1)
;
where gL = 1 and gS = 2 are Lande factors for the orbital angular momentum and the spin
angular momentum, respectively.
The next question was how atoms combine their angular momenta. The prediction of the
magnitude of the angular momentum that atoms have in their ground state is embodied by
Hunds rules, which can be summarized as follows: for energy degenerate orbitals, electrons
tend to be in di¤erent orbitals, spins of electrons tend to be aligned, and electrons tend to
3
have the largest total orbital angular momentum. These empirical rules can be explained
by quantum mechanics.
Because of the Pauli exclusion principle, two or more electrons can never be in the
same state. Although two electrons with di¤erent spin can occur in the same orbital, the
Coulomb repulsion counteracts this tendency. Therefore, unless there are no empty orbitals
with the same energy, atomic electrons avoid occurring in the same orbital. Suppose the
two electrons are labeled a and b, the two orbitals can be expressed as wave function '1 and
'2. Due to the the Pauli exclusion principle, the wave functions of the two electrons have
to be antisymmetric. Considering both the orbital and the spin degrees of freedom, two
choices for the wave function of the two electrons denitely satisfy the symmetry restriction:
an antisymmetric spin part with a symmetric orbital part or a symmetric spin part with an










 !r a)'2( !r b)  '1( !r b)'2( !r a));
where  !r a and  !r b are the coordinates of electron a and b, respectively. The total Hamil-
tonian of the two electrons is Htotal = Ha + Hb + e
2
40j !r a  !r bj , where 0 is the vacuum





40j !r aj . The average
energy of the two wave functions can be calculated
h	S jHtotal j	Si = 2Eorbital + C12 + J12 and (4)
h	AjHtotal j	Ai = 2Eorbital + C12   J12; (5)




40 j !r a   !r bj
'1(




40 j !r a   !r bj
'1(
 !r a)'2( !r b)'1( !r b)'2( !r a)d !r ad !r b
are Coulomb and exchange integrals. On a specic atom, J12 > 0, so that 	A is the more
stable state, which means two spins are symmetric and hence they are aligned. This explains
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why electronsspins tend to be aligned. Note that the term J12 comes from the fact that
electrons are indistinguishable Fermions, which is a purely quantum e¤ect.
To explain the molecular eld proposed by Weiss, one has to look at multi atom prob-
lems, of which the two-atom problem is the simplest.
1.2.2 Two-atom problem
Although the two-atom problem is not usually discussed in the chronology of magnetism, I
will show here that it is very revealing for bulk magnetism.
Consider a system with two ion cores, A and B, and two electrons, a and b, the Hamil-






40 j !r a   !r Aj
  e
2






40 j !r b   !r Aj
  e
2
40 j !r b   !r Bj
+
e2
40 j !r a   !r bj
: (6)
This Hamiltonian includes both electron-ion core and electron-electron interaction. The
only approximation is that the two ion cores are xed, which is the Born Oppenheimer
approximation. Furthermore, it is a many body Hamiltonian.
Unfortunately, to solve the equation (6), we have to make further approximations based
on the assumption that electron-ion core interaction is stronger than electron-electron in-
teraction. In these approximations, we solve the electron-ion core Hamiltonian rst and
treat electron-electron interaction as a perturbation.
1.2.2.1 Localized electrons (Heitler-London approximation)
If two atoms are far apart, each electron stays on its atom most of the time. We can regroup

















40 j !r a   !r Bj
  e
2
40 j !r b   !r Aj
+
e2
40 j !r a   !r bj
:
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If two atoms are the same, Ha and Hb have the same form but di¤erent coordinates. The
solutions are atomic orbitals, i (i = 1; 2; :::) with energies Ei (i = 1; 2; :::). Suppose 1 is
the lowest energy state with energy E1, for the lowest energy state, the space part of the










 !r a   !r A)1( !r b   !r B)  1( !r a   !r B)1( !r b   !r A));
where  !r A and  !r B are the coordinates of the two ion cores. Then the total energies are
h	S jH j	Si = 2E1 + CAB + JAB (7)




Hab j1( !r a   !r A)j






 !r a   !r A)1( !r b   !r B)1( !r a   !r B)1( !r b   !r A)d !r ad !r b:
Note that, in this case JAB can be either positive or negative. If JAB < 0, 	S has lower
energy and two spins are aligned; if JAB > 0, 	A has lower energy and two spins are
antialigned.
1.2.2.2 Itinerant electrons (molecular-orbital approximation)
If the distance between the two ion cores is small, the two electrons are evenly shared by






40 j !r a   !r Aj
  e
2






40 j !r b   !r Aj
  e
2
40 j !r b   !r Bj
Hab =
e2
40 j !r a   !r bj
:
We can solve the electron-ion core interaction Ha and Hb and consider Hab as perturbation.
Ha and Hb have the same form but di¤erent coordinates.
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To solve Ha and Hb, one can start from the lowest atomic orbital 1, recombine atomic
orbitals of iron cores A and B, and get two lowest energy solutions of Ha and Hb:
1(
 !r ) = 1p
2
(1(
 !r   !r A) + 1( !r   !r B)) and (9)
2(
 !r ) = 1p
2
(1(
 !r   !r A)  1( !r   !r B)); (10)




40 j !r a   !r Bj
1(
 !r   !r A)1( !r   !r B)d !r > 0:
1(
 !r ) and 2( !r ) are called molecular orbitals, and 1( !r ) is the lower energy state.
If the two electrons are both in the orbital 1, the space part of the total wave function
is symmetric, then the spin part has to be antisymmetric, thus, spins are antialigned. In
this case, the total energy is
E
11









d !r ad !r b (12)
is the Coulomb energy between the two electrons in the same molecular orbital.
If we plug (9) and (10) into (12), we get 16 terms. Among this, the most important
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1( !r a   !r B)j











40 j !r a   !r bj
j1( !r a   !r A)j
2 j1( !r b   !r A)j
2
d !r ad !r b
is called intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion. Hence
E
11





If one electron is in orbital 1 and the other in 2, the space part also can be antisym-
metric. This is very similar to the two-electron atom case we discussed in 1.2.1. The only
di¤erence is that 1 and 2 are not degenerate here, but that is not essential. Hence (5)
and (4) apply and we get two possible energy states:
E
A12
total = 2E1 + C12   J12 and
E
S12
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1( !r a   !r B)j











40 j !r a   !r bj
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is the corresponding exchange integral. Hence
E
A12
total  2E1 and (14)
E
S12
total  2E1 + Cintra :




total using (13) and (14), we nd that if Cintra > 4tAB, one
should expect E
A12
total as the lowest energy. In other words, two spins will be aligned.
1.2.3 Bulk
1.2.3.1 Hamiltonian and wave functions of many electrons
It is important to clarify one di¤erence between the magnetism of atoms and bulk for the
iron group metal. Because of the electric eld from neighboring atoms, angular momentum
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is no longer a good quantum number for the atomic orbitals. Therefore, the orbital angular
momentum does not contribute to the magnetic moment of an atom in the bulk. This is
called orbital quenching [87] [177] [13]. In that case almost all of the angular momentum
(and hence the magnetic moment) in a solid is from the spin.
In two-electron problems, we argued that the space and spin degrees of freedom can
be treated separately and then combined together to get an antisymmetric wave function.
However, it does not have to be that way. Suppose there are electrons in states f'I ;
I = A;B;C:::g including spin and space degrees of freedom, a possible wave function that
satises the Pauli exclusion principle is the Slater determinant [46]:
	 =

'A(r1) 'A(r2) 'A(r3) :::
'B(r1) 'B(r2) 'B(r3) :::
'C(r1) 'C(r2) 'C(r3) :::
::: ::: ::: :::

:




Hint, where Hsingle is
the single electron Hamiltonian and Hint is the Hamiltonian for interaction between two
electrons. Because it is impossible to solve Hmany, we have to solve Hsingle rst and use the
eigenfunctions of Hsingle to form all possible Slater determinants. Using these determinants
as basis, we can include the interactions Hint and solve the problem.
If Hsingle is spin independent and fig are the eigenfunctions of Hsingle, the basis for
many body problem will be
	 =

a(r1)1 a(r2)2 a(r3)3 :::
b(r1)1 b(r2)2 b(r3)3 :::
c(r1)1 c(r2)2 c(r3)3 :::
::: ::: ::: :::

; (15)
for all possible combinations of fi; i = a; b; c:::g, where i is the wave function of the spin
part for ith electron. A further step of approximation is to look at only the diagonal term
of the Hamiltonian h	jHmany j	i, like what we have done for the two atom problem. It
turns out that the on-diagonal energy is




























is the exchange interaction energy. Note that the exchange energy is non-zero only when the
two electrons are in the same spin states due to the Dirac delta function 1;2 . The exchange
integral is Jij > 0, which means the exchange energy favors a parallel spin orientation.
After this formal introduction, we return to the original question: what is the origin
of the molecular eld of the Weiss theory? Clearly, quantum mechanics should give the
answer, especially considering its success in explaining the magnetic moments of atoms.
1.2.3.2 Heisenbergs localized electron model
Starting from the Heitler-London approximation of the two-atom problem, Heisenberg pro-
posed his famous theory of magnetism [69]. In his theory, electrons are localized. In other
words, every electron is bonded to a special atom. Electron-electron interactions are treated
only as perturbations. He summarized the correlation between the total energy of the two























Dirac [47] showed the derivation of (17) using many body theory for the spin 12 case.
Later Anderson showed that (17) works for the multi-electron atoms case as well [6], which
means that SA and SB can be more than 12 . It is easy to expand this model from the two
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S j ; (18)
where
 !
S i is the spin for ith atom and the constant 12 is neglected. Heisenberg argued in
his model, that the most important terms are the nearest neighbor terms. The sign of Jij
determines whether the material is ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic. If we make a further


















where Na is the number of atoms. This is actually the Weiss molecular eld model. The
strong molecular eld comes from the exchange interaction between electrons.
It appeared that the origin of the molecular eld was explained and that the theory
was complete. However, it turns out that Heisenberg model can only explain magnetism
in insulators. For iron, cobalt and nickel, experiments showed that magnetic moment per
atom in Bohr magnetons unit is fractional [189]. As we pointed out in 1.2.3.1, the magnetic
moment is entirely due to electronic spin. In the localized electron model, the magnetic
moment per atom should be an integer number. On the other hand, subsequent calculations
of the exchange integral showed that both its sign and its magnitude are inconsistent with
a ferromagnetic alignment of spins for iron group ferromagnets [201].
Because Heisenberg looked at localized electrons, the spin alignment is not included
in the electrons kinetic energy. Instead, it is determined by the sign of the exchange
integral. However if we look at itinerant electrons, the exchange integral is always positive,
which always favors parallel spin. In that case, the spin alignment will indeed change
the distribution of the electrons in the Fermi sea and in turn increase the total single
electron energy. Therefore, ferromagnetism actually results from the competition between
the exchange energy and the single electron energy.
1.2.3.3 Blochs free electron model
Just one year later, Bloch [24] attacked the problem from the point of view of itinerant
electrons. Instead of discussing localized electrons in an ionic background, he investigated
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the free electron gas. For the free electron gas model, we can calculate ECoulomb and























40 j !r 1   !r 2j
d !r 1d !r 2;































k j)( !r 1  !r 2)d !r 1d !r 2: (20)
Because the exchange energy between two electrons vanishes when their spins are not the
same, we can discuss the total exchange energy of the spin-up and the spin-down cases









3 , where N" and N# are the number of electrons with spin up and
























































Thus the total energy is


































Bloch argued that as long as the density of the electron gas is small enough, the third term
in (22) will be dominant and align the spin of the electron system. The critical density of
12
the electron gas NeV can be estimated to be on the order of
1
100VBohr
, where VBohr is the
volume of the sphere with one Bohr radius. This is much smaller than typical density of
free electrons of in a metal.
1.2.3.4 Wigner lattice and electron-electron correlation
Wigner showed that the dilute electron gas will actually localize to form a lattice before the
spins aligns [187]. It is crucial to understand this issue because this is the rst time electron-
electron correlations were brought up with respect to magnetism. We will see below that this
issue is extremely important. The term "electron-electron correlation" may be confusing
because we are already talking about the Coulomb interactions between electrons. A two
electron example can clear this confusion.
First we should reconsider and see the approximation we have made to reach to the
formula (16) for the total energy: (i) we started from the single-electron eigenfunctions
as basis and (ii) we used the on-diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian to represent the total
energies, rather than nding the real eigenenergies of the many-body system. We cannot
do anything about (i), but for a system of only two electrons, we certainly can do better
than (ii).
Assuming two electrons in single-electron states, k1 and k2 , we can write down the
many-body basis using second quantization representation: j"#ik1 jik2 , j"ik1 j"ik2 , j"ik1 j#ik2 ,
j#ik1 j"ik2 , j#ik1 j#ik2 and jik1 j"#ik2 , where j"ik1 denotes a spin up electron in k1 and so

























































 !r 1)d !r 1d !r 2:
If we only consider the on-diagonal term, only the pure Coulomb repulsion terms C1111,
C2222, C1221, C1212 and the exchange interaction terms C1212 and C2121 are involved, and
we are back to Blochs model. We can verify that for all the basis states (using plane




 !r )a+kiakj is constant over the space, where
akj is the annihilation operator for state kj . However, if we diagonalize the Hamiltonian,
we will mix these basis states, giving rise to non-uniform charge distribution because of
o¤-diagonal terms. This is actually the electron-electron correlation, resulting from the
Coulomb interaction.
Another way to see this issue is to note that when we only look at the on-diagonal
energies, only the Coulomb repulsions of electrons with parallel spin but not those with
antiparallel spins, are taken into account.
Interestingly enough, if we diagonalize the Hamiltonian of the Heitler-London model, we
nd that (7) and (8) are actually the eigenenergies. The reason is that the Heitler-London
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approximation assumes localized electrons, which implicitly takes care of the electron-
electron correlations. That is why in the the Heisenberg model, electron-electron corre-
lations is not a problem.
1.2.3.5 Stoners tight-binding electron model
Blochs argument is not valid because he studied the oversimplied case of the free electron
gas. Real itinerant electrons do not necessarily have the same density of states as the free
electron gas. According to Blochs theory, to get a system with aligned spins, all we need is
that at the Fermi surface, changing spin population should not a¤ect single electron energy
too much. A high density of states at the Fermi surface will satisfy this condition [188].
Stoner and Wohlfarth [169] [188] looked at the spin alignment of electrons that are more
tightly bonded to atoms. This corresponds to the molecular-orbital approximation of the








where Emax" and E
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The Coulomb energy does not depend on the spin population.
Assuming a small spin imbalance at Fermi surface Ne = N"  N#, the single electron




, and the exchange energy decreases by 18N
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Therefore as long as
DOS(EF )Cintra
2 > 1, the spin imbalanced case is more energy e¢ cient.
This is called the Stoner Criteria. As mentioned in 1.2.3.3, a high density of states at the
Fermi surface will cause spin alignment and in turn ferromagnetism.
To compare with the Heisenberg model, we write the total energy of the tight-binding
itinerant electrons at the Fermi surface as






S k2 ; (25)
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where Jk1k2 =  ( 2DOS(EF ) Cintra), and k1 and k2 are the indices for the itinerant electrons.
Stoners model answered the question that can not be explained by the Heisenberg
model: why is the magnetic moment per atom fractional if the magnetic moment comes
from electronic spins? In this respect, the model is very successful, which explains why it is
still invoked in text books to explain itinerant ferromagnetism. Unfortunately, this is only
part of the story. It turns out that Stoners model fails to explain the thermal properties
of the ferromagnets [128]. For example, the transition temperature calculated by Stoners
model is several times higher than the experimental value [31] and it fails to yield the Curie
Weiss law at high temperature. All of these directly suggest some validity of the localized
magnetic moment picture.
Another controversy that was added to the above problems is the inconsistency between
the low temperature saturation magnetization and the high temperature magnetic moment.
By denition, the magnetic moment per atom is determined from the low temperature
saturation magnetization. This is called saturation, which can be measured. For iron,
cobalt and nickel, the values are 2:1B, 1:7B and 0:6B, respectively. In addition for all
ferromagnetic material, the high temperature paramagnetic behavior follows the Curie Weiss
law (3). Therefore one can also calculate the magnetic moment per atom from (3), which
is called CurieWeiss. For iron, cobalt and nickel, the values are 2:2B, 2:3B and 0:9B
[189], respectively. The fact that the ratios saturation=CurieWeiss signicantly deviate from
unity complicates the problem. Apparently, purely localized electron and itinerant electron
models are not good enough. The truth must lie in between.
1.2.3.6 Zeners indirect exchange model
To resolve this issue, Zener proposed his model [200] [201], which included both itinerant and
localized electrons. In his model, 3d electrons are localized and carry magnetic moments, the
4s electrons are itinerant and responsible for aligning these local moments. The interaction















S k2 . Zener argued that Jij and Jk1k2 are all positive, so that
these interactions favor antialignment of the electronic spins. However, Zener introduced
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S k1 : (26)
Replacing
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) < 0, the aligned spin conguration will have
lower energy. Zeners model was proposed to explain the ferromagnetism of iron group
metals. However, the measured magnetic moments per atom do not satisfy the assumption
of completely localized 3d electrons, and more importantly, the polarization of 4s electrons
required by the model takes a signicant amount of energy [180]. Actually, a rened version
of Zeners model better explains the ferromagnetism of rare earth metals, where the 4f
electrons are well-localized and their mutual interactions are mediated by the 5s electrons.
The only di¤erence is that the 5s electrons are polarized, not uniformly as in Zeners model
but rather in an oscillating way. The e¤ective interaction between 4f electrons are called
the RKKY (Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya and Yosida) [158] [85] [198] interaction.
1.2.3.7 Huewitz-van Vlecks minimum polarity model
Huewitz and van Vleck [77] [178] [180] also noticed the defects of the purely localized
electron and the purely itinerant electron model, so they introduced a hybrid model that
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they called the generalized Heisenberg model or the minimum polarity model. Instead of
utilizing 4s electrons to align the spins, they argued that a fraction of the 3d electrons are
also itinerant and can mediate interactions between the spins on di¤erent atoms. In fact,
this is a hybridization of the Heisenberg model and the Stoners model. In Stoner model, all
of the 3d electrons are itinerant, which does not exclude the high-polarity states (e.g., 3d0,
3d1) in which atoms lose many electrons. In the generalized Heisenberg model, only the
minimum polarity states are allowed. Most 3d electrons are localized and carry magnetic
moments according to the Hunds rule. Only a few itinerant 3d electrons migrate between
atoms. They are responsible for the interactions between the localized magnetic moments
which need not be the same for all atoms. This model reconciled the fractional magnetic
moments per atom with the properties that indicate the existence of localized magnetic
moments.
We will show how it works for nickel and cobalt. For cobalt, atoms uctuate between 3d8
and 3d9 polarity states by sharing itinerant electrons. Because of the Hunds rule, the shared
electrons tend to align the spins of di¤erent atoms. Nickel is a little more complicated since
three polarity states (3d8, 3d9 and 3d10) are involved. Again the presence of 3d8 and 3d9
states are responsible for aligning the spins. The excess energy in this higher polarity state
is believed to be compensated by the screening of the 4s electrons. It is not di¢ cult to see
that by applying this model to a nearly full or a nearly empty d shell, we get ferromagnetic
behavior. For about half-lled d shells, we should get antiferromagnetic behavior.
The minimum polarity model is a qualitative model, because it is not possible to carry
out quantitative calculations to compare with experimental results. However it is very
important because it implies the existence of the local moments in iron group ferromagnets.
Along this line, people tried to elaborate or rene this model to make it quantitative.
1.2.3.8 Hubbard model
The Hubbard model [74] plays a critical role in the history of ferromagnetism. Later theories,
whether edging towards localized or itinerant magnetic moment picture, were all based on
this model. The idea was simply to include the electron-electron correlations, as mentioned
18














where Ci is the annihilation operator of an atomic orbital i with spin , ni is the electron
electrons operator at atomic orbital i with spin  and tH0, tH1 and UHubbard are respectively
single electron energy of the atomic orbital, the hopping energy between atomic orbitals and
the electronic repulsion for electrons on the same atomic orbital. We can understand the
Hubbard model for the two-electron problem we elaborated in 1.2.3.4. If the two states are
the molecular orbitals in 1.2.2.2, we can use the same approximation there, thus only the






Cintra 0 0 0 0 Cintra
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Cintra Cintra 0 0
0 0 Cintra Cintra 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
Cintra 0 0 0 0 Cintra
3777777777777775
; (30)
which is actually the Hubbard model with the same single electron energy and UHubbard =
Cintra. Note that (30) is in the molecular orbital space or reciprocal space, while (29) is
in real space, which is more often used because of its simple form. Comparing Eq. (30)
with (23), we see that some of o¤-diagonal terms that are ignored in the Stoner model are
kept, which improves the validity of the model. The Hubbard model immediately resolved
a paradox pointed out by Slater [165] for the Stoner model. The paradox was that in the
Stoner model, if electrons are very far apart, the band width of "itinerant" electrons must
be very narrow, yielding high density of states that favors the alignment of the spins since
that minimizes the on-diagonal energy (24). This is contrary to common sense: two distant
electrons should not care about their relative spin alignment at all. If we diagonalize (30),
we nd that both the antialigned state and the aligned state are ground states. This resolves
the paradox.
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The Hubbard model takes into account additional necessary interaction terms. However,
diagonalizing the Hubbard Hamiltonian is not trivial at all. A further approximation has
to be made in order to make the problem tractable. It is trivial to show that the mean eld
treatment will reduce the Hubbard model to the Stoners model. Since mean eld theory
ignores the necessary terms, better ways have to be found. Again alternate approaches were
adapted.
At this point, I am forced to only sketch the basic ideas because it is extremely compli-
cated to formulate the approximations which in fact are not in the Hamiltonian but rather
in the technique of diagonalizing the Hamiltonian.
1.2.3.9 Disordered local moment theory (DLM)
Following the original suggestion of van Vleck, Hubbard and others [40] [75] [76] [163] [167]
believed in the existence of local magnetic moments. The localized moment model was
fortied by the fact that dilute magnetic atoms in some nonmagnetic materials in fact do
develop local moments, as later explained by Anderson [5] [7] [190] using an s   d mixing
mechanism based on the Hubbard model.
In his theory, Hubbard introduced the local exchange eld which may uctuate vertically
and transversely along the magnetic moments. Vertical uctuations correspond to changes
in the magnitude of the spin due to the itinerancy of electrons, and transverse uctuations
correspond to spin reorientation, much like in Heisenbergs picture.
Two energy scales were suggested by this model. The rst is a uctuation of the mag-
nitude of the spin that is on the order of an eV because it results from the itinerant nature
of the electrons. The second one is due to the alignment of these local spins. This is on the
order of one-tenth of eV. The latter will behave like Heisenberg localized spin interaction
and will cause the phase transition to the ferrimagnetically ordered state.
In this theory, both the local and itinerant properties of electrons are taken into account,
and several controversies were resolved qualitatively. The fractional magnetic moment per
atom was explained as by the magnitude uctuations of the total spins. The low transition
temperature and Curie-Weiss law were explained by the transverse uctuations.
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1.2.3.10 Fluctuating local band theory (FLB)
Another approach [127] [128] [95] [96] [97] [152] [153] started from the mean eld treatment
of the Hubbard model, and modied it little by little in order to reconcile many experimental
facts qualitatively.
The random phase approximation (RPA) was the initial step beyond the mean eld
theory, which allowed one to solve the excitation spectrum of Hubbard model. This im-
provement gave rise to spin-wave modes. However, RPA could not explain the Curie-Weiss
law. Moriya [127] [128] then introduced a self-consistent-renormalization (SCR) method,
which was able to explain Curie-Weiss law at high temperatures. Meanwhile, the local
band theory was developed [95] [96] [97] [152] [153], which incorporates an idea similar to
Moriyas. The formation of a local band inhibits the local spin uctuations. Thus, spin
order can persist over a range beyond the nearest neighbors, which makes it di¤erent from
DLM model where the disorder can be on the nearest-neighbor scale. At temperatures
higher than transition temperature, this local order will be retained due to the high en-
ergy scale of band width, but the long range spin order will be destroyed, and with it, the
ferromagnetic states.
1.2.3.11 Density functional theory (DFT)
From Heisenberg model [69] to Fluctuating band theory [128], people try to simplify the
complicated many-electron problem by various approximations in order to get an analytical
solution. Meanwhile, numerical calculation methods were developed to achieve solution
by taking less approximations. Density functional theory is among the most successful
methods. As the computational power of the modern machines grows, the DFT is playing
more and more important roles in physical and chemical research.
Diagonalizing the high-dimensional matrices is the insurmountable di¢ culty in solving
many-electron problem for both analytical and numerical methods. It is necessary to reduce
the dimensionality of the problem before one can get a solution. Normally, to do this
denitely loses important information of the many-electron system, it turns out that if only
the ground state is concerned, there exists a way to reduce the dimensionality without
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approximations.
In 1927, Thomas and Fermi proposed independently a way (Thomas-Fermi model) [172]
[57] to calculate the energy of an atom by representing its kinetic energy as a functional of the
electron density, combining this with the classical expressions for the nuclear-electron and
electron-electron interactions (which can both also be represented in terms of the electron
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Thomas-Fermi model is the predecessor of the DFT, because the concept of density
functional is already there. In 1964, the DFT was put on a rm theoretical foundation by
Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorems [72]. The rst HK theorem demonstrates the existence
of a one-to-one mapping between the ground state electron density and the ground state
wavefunction of a many-particle system. The second HK theorem proves that the ground
state density minimizes the total electronic energy of the system. The theorems reduce the
problem of solving ground state of a many-electron system from solving high-dimensional
wavefunction to solving a much low-dimensional electron density without approximations.
However, although the existence of the one-to-one mapping is proved, the exact mapping is
not provided by the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems.
Since the exact one-to-one mapping is not known, one has to make approximations to
guess the mappings in order to implement the DFT. Kohn-Sham (KS) method [92] provides
a framework that is commonly used for the implementation. Within the framework of
KS DFT, the intractable many-body problem of interacting electrons in a static external
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Unfortunately, the exchange and correlation interaction functional Exc[n] is unknown. To
guess the functional is where most approximations come in. The simplest approximation
is the local-density approximation (LDA) [92], which is based upon exchange energy for a
uniform electron gas, which can be obtained from the Thomas-Fermi model, and from ts to
the correlation energy for a uniform electron gas. Similarly, local-spin-density approxima-
tion (LSDA) [12] [137] [133] takes into account of the electron density with di¤erent spins.
Furthermore, generalized gradient approximations (GGA) [101] [100] [143] [145] consider
gradient of the density at the same coordinate as well the electron density.
Using the DFT, electronic structures of ferromagnetic materials have been studied.
Based on the electronic structures, various properties such as cohesion energy, magnetic
moment and Curie temperature have also been investigated numerically [53] [52] [51] [103]
[110] [50] [125]. Because of the strong exchange and correlation interactions in ferromag-
netic system, generally the DFT does not do as good job as it does in less correlated system.
Using certain form of functional Exc[n], the calculations are in good agreement with the
experiments. However, depending on the system studied, di¤erent functional Exc[n] has to
be used. There is not yet a universal way that is able to calculate di¤erent materials and
get good results with no tting parameters.
1.2.3.12 Open questions
Note that the di¤erence between the DLM and the FLB is very subtle. The most obvious
di¤erence is that local order is critical for FLB. Neutron scattering experiments showed some
evidence for local order above the Curie temperature [122] [123] [124] [121] [28]. However,
it has not been conrmed by any other experimental method. Another fact is that both
theories remain at qualitative stage, due to mathematical complexity of the theory, which
prohibits quantitative predictions.
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A ferromagnetic system with a size that is comparable or even smaller than the scale of
local order is very interesting. In this system, the existence of local order can be directly
tested. More interesting are systems that are so small that their Hamiltonians can be
diagonalized without too much approximation (e.g., a cluster with only two iron atoms)
[157] [171] [174] [11] [184] [14]. If their magnetic properties are measured, all theoretical
models can be tested by comparing them to the experiments.
Although the DFT is promising in studying ferromagnetism, the results of calculation
have to be compared to experiments. Small cluster systems denitely can give another way
to verify and rene DFT.
Hence, the questions are: what is going to happen in the small magnetic system, and
how are all kinds of theoretical models going to predict the magnetic behavior of these small
systems? The study of small magnetic clusters is the key to answering these questions.
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CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTION TO CLUSTER PHYSICS
2.1 From atom to bulk
The physical properties of metals change dramatically with size. The bulk limit was the rst
to be studied. More precisely, the physics of the other limit (atom) was understood. Clearly,
knowledge of atomic physics is essential to understand the bulk. It is even more interesting
to study the intermediate range, which provides a new perspective in bulk properties. In
fact the evolution from atom to bulk itself is an intriguing subject.
If the properties change gradually and continuously with size, the investigation of size
dependence would not be of much interest. Nature has presented us with a di¤erent situ-
ation. The properties change not monotonically, but often in an interesting quasi-periodic
way and sometimes erratically [113]. Clusters belong to the intermediate size range, there-
fore they have much more variety than the two limits. As a matter of fact, adding or
subtracting one atom from a cluster changes their properties dramatically [2].
It is interesting to look at the cluster mass spectrum to get an idea of the cluster size
evolution. The generic Hamiltonian can be broken up into two parts: the surface part and
the interior part.
H = Hinterior +Hsurface: (31)
By this counting, very small metal clusters are all surface and resemble molecules (that
is why they are heavily studied by chemists). The metallic bond may not be fully developed
for these clusters. Actually the metal to insulator transition was observed in this range [183].
Since every atom is on the surface, the shape varies signicantly depending on the number
of atoms in the cluster. The electronic energy spectra consists of a countable number of
discrete levels. They can be written as a sequence of delta functions. For clusters beyond this
size range, their properties are more complicated. I will start from the better-understood
simple-metal clusters and try to expand to other metal clusters.
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For slightly larger sizes, electronic shells form in simple metal clusters [41] [27] [112] [113]
[114]. In these cases, a signicant amount of electrons spill out beyond classical boundaries
of the clusters. In rst approximation a number of properties can be attributed to that.
Since electrons spend most of their time on the surface of the cluster, the details of the ionic
core are less signicant. In fact, it appears that the shape of the ionic core is determined by
the electronic shell structure. Generally, clusters deform into ellipsoids to be energetically
e¢ cient for electrons. This e¤ect is called the Jahn-Teller e¤ect [80] [79]. Consequently
when electrons form a full shell, the clusters are spherical. A very simple model provides
some basic insight into the structure of simple metal clusters. In this mode, the spherical
shell structure can be understood using spherical a 3-dimensional harmonic oscillator [42]:




where ! is frequency of the oscillator, nx, ny and nz are the energy quanta. The energy














n  nx + ny + nz: (35)
Notice that the degeneracy increases quadratically with energy. Introducing the deformation
of the potential well, these energy shells are no longer degenerate. They disperse producing
a band of levels. If the broadening is close to the energy separation between shells, the
density of state increases with second power of the energy, approximately:
D(E) / E2; (36)






where EF is the Fermi energy and Ne is the total number of conduction electrons. This is
the extreme case: normally the broadening is much smaller and the energy spacing at the
Fermi energy is much less [134] [135].
For even larger sizes, geometric shell structure will take over [113]. In this case, the
surface plays a slightly di¤erent role. Clusters want to minimize the surface area in order
to increase the coordination (i.e., minimize the surface energy), therefore, they tend to
be spherical. The geometric structure of the clusters is not the same as that of the bulk
however. Noncrystalline structures (e.g., icosahedra) often are preferred for smaller clusters
in this range [114]. Ultimately for even larger sizes, the periodic structure of the bulk
develops. Then the clusters look like fragments of the bulk material. Kubo [67] pointed
out that they can be treated as highly disordered systems for which the energy levels are




When the size increases even further, the bulk limit will be reached where the surface
e¤ect is ignorable unless the surface itself is studied. In that limit the quasi-free electron
model [117] is appropriate for the conduction electrons. In this case, the density of states
will increase with a power of 12 .
The behavior discussed above depends on the type of metal. For simple metals (e.g.,
alkali), the atoms core levels are lled. The valence electrons are all from isotropic s
electrons, and the clusters tend to form electronic shells. In fact, electronic shells are
observed for sodium clusters with up to several thousand atoms [113]. For transition metals,
the valence electrons are not only s electrons, but also d or f electrons that are directional.
In those cases, it is seen that clusters tend to have geometrical shells [138]. The interplay
between electronic shell and geometrical shell structure adds complications and causes of
new phenomena for transition metal clusters that are not seen in simple metal clusters.
These phenomena include superconductivity, ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism [98] [129]
[60].
The physical properties do not change monotonically from atom to bulk. For example,
properties have been observed to show enhancements or reductions compared with the bulk,
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such as enhanced magnetic moments and polarizabilities [21] [41]. Novel features that only
belong to clusters are also observed, such as shell structure and permanent electronic dipole
moments for metal clusters [129].
The transition metal clusters studied in this thesis contain from a few atoms to a few
hundred atoms. They fall into a size range where both electronic and geometric shells are
expected.
2.2 Ferromagnetism of free clusters
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the study of small ferromagnetic system is important for un-
derstanding the fundamental problem of ferromagnetism. Since there are basic di¤erences
between the magnetism of atoms and that of the bulk, it is especially interesting to look at
systems that consist of a few atoms to determine the evolution with size. The molecular
beam method provides isolated clusters and is likely the most appropriate way to study
intrinsic magnetic properties of clusters.
2.2.1 Does spin relaxation occur in isolated clusters?
In 1985, the pioneering experiment on clusters of ferromagnetic metals was performed on
iron clusters [38]. In these experiments a beam of iron clusters was deected in the elds
of Stern-Gerlach magnet. Unfortunately, complete deection beam proles of these clusters
were not measured, so that the most important di¤erence was missed between the deection
of an iron atom and deection of an iron cluster in a Stern-Gerlach magnet. The rst
measurements of the complete deection proles of iron clusters were done ve years later
[45], which showed the striking single sided deection. For an isolated atom, we expect that
the deection corresponds to the projection of the magnetic moment along the direction of
the magnetic eld, hence  gLandeBJ ,  gLandeB(J   1)..., gLandeB(J   1), gLandeBJ ,
as shown in 1.2.1. In other words atoms are as likely to be attracted to a magnet as to be
repelled, depending on their quantum states. However, the single sided deections indicate
that the iron clusters are uniquely attracted by the magnet, much like macroscopic iron.
It was also observed that the magnetization measured from the deections is smaller than
that of the bulk. And it increases with an increasing magnetic eld [45].
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All of these e¤ects were unexpected and needed to be understood in order to extract
the magnetic moments of clusters. Actually, a similar behavior was already seen for small
magnetic particles on a substrate, an e¤ect called superparamagnetism [15]. It was found
that the magnetization of small magnetic particles does not have hysteresis above a certain
temperature (blocking temperature Tblock).
Figure 1: Schematic illustration of anisotropy energy of a magnetic particle. When the
magnetization is aligned to the "easy" axis, the energy reaches a minimum.
Superparamagnetism was explained by Neel [132] and by Brown [29] in terms of a
competition between the magnetic anisotropy energy (Eaniso) and the thermal energy. It was
argued that if the magnetic anisotropy energy is much larger than the thermal energy (kBT ),
then the orientation of the magnetic moment should be pinned along the easy axis. When
the thermal energy is high enough, the magnetic moment will uctuate quickly between
the two minima in Figure 1, causing the loss of hysteresis behavior. The uctuation rate is
governed by the Arrhenius relation, proportional to e Eaniso=kBT . Because the anisotropy
energy is proportional to size of the particle, for small particles the blocking temperature
is low. The relation between the magnetization M (the average projection of the magnetic
moment on a certain space axis) and total magnetic moment  for superparamagnetic
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particles is given by the Langevin function:
M = (coth(x)  1
x
); (39)





At high eld limit,
M(x 1) =MSaturate = ; (41)
where MSaturate is the saturation magnetization.
Since free clusters appeared to mimic this behavior, the idea of superparamagnetism
was adopted from supported clusters and applied to free clusters using exactly the same
spin relaxation (SR) model [86]. Since experiments [30] [45] showed that magnetization is
indeed proportional to the magnetic eld and inversely proportional to the temperature, as
(40) predicted, (40) was accepted as an empirical relation.
However, there are two problems with the SR model of (40) that should be considered.
The rst one comes from the experimental side. Although the proportionality between
M , B and 1=T are conrmed, the coe¢ cient 
2
3kB
is actually only a hypothesis that was not
conrmed. Also according to the SR model, (40) is only the low eld limit. What should
be veried is (39). Therefore, as far as experiments are concerned, we should investigate
all the conditions from x  1 to x  1. If (39) is right, in order to verify (40) with no
doubt, we should get the magnetic moment from the saturation magnetization MSaturate.
Some work toward this direction [148] [149] has been done on dysprosium (Dy), however
more thorough studies are required.
The second problem arises from the statistical thermodynamics for free clusters. In the
argument for supported particles, the temperature T is a well dened physical quantity that
is the same as that of the heat bath provided by the substrate. However, for free clusters,
there is clearly no heat bath because the clusters are isolated. In fact, the only candidates
for the heat bath are the vibrations of the cluster itself. However, if we keep to that idea, we
have to surmount two other di¢ culties. One is discussed in Appendix B: for small clusters,
the lowest vibrational mode has energy on the order of kBTDebye, where TDebye is the Debye
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temperature. Consequently, for example, if a cluster of 10 cobalt atoms is generated in a
source of 77 K, the average number of phonons in the cluster is less than one. This state
cannot serve as a heat bath. The other di¢ culty is more subtle: even if there are many
phonon modes excited, angular momentum has to be conserved when spins are ipped,
but vibrations do not carry angular momentum. It is interesting to investigate the process
theoretically taking into account of all the issues just mentioned. Much attention has been
devoted to this issue [116] [20] [19] [182] [68] [82] [83] [10] [118] [108] [90], but there is still
no consensus.
Clearly, there are good reasons for the magnetization of clusters of ferromagnetic metals
to be investigated more carefully, both experimentally and theoretically.
2.2.2 Magnetic moment
2.2.2.1 Experiment
The magnetic properties of various metal cluster systems [21] [25] [35] [36] [89] [91] [70] [130]
[194] [196] have been analyzed in terms of the relation (40). The results are less surprising
compared to the magnetization behavior. Below, we have summarize the previous work on
the ferromagnetism of metal clusters.
For clusters of ferromagnetic metals, it is found that the magnetic moment per atom is
enhanced for small clusters and decreases with increasing size until they converge to the bulk
value [21] [9]. The decrease of magnetic moment per atom with size is not monotonic. Like
other properties of clusters, it oscillates. The oscillations were attributed to the geometric
shell structure of the clusters [2] [21] [22]. Some clusters of antiferromagnetic metals (Mn,
e.g.) were found to be ferromagnetic [89], as were some clusters of nonmagnetic metals (Rh,
e.g.) [37] [36].
2.2.2.2 Theory
The enhancement of magnetic moments in small clusters is generally explained as a surface
e¤ect. To explain more detail, calculation needs to know geometric structure of the clusters,
which is a problem that has not yet a good solution. There are some indirect means to
get some clue about the structure of clusters, including chemical reaction, photoelectron
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spectroscopy, and electron scattering [105] [106] [107] [197] [66] [138]. Generally, detail of
the geometric structure of a clusters is unknown. Nevertheless, assuming a structure, one
can carry out calculation of a clusters electronic structure and therefore magnetic moment.
Because of the limitation of computational power of the hardware, early electronic struc-
ture calculations are mostly based on tight-binding Hubbard Hamiltonian using Hartree-
Fock approximation. Pastor et al. [140] found the enhanced magnetic moments for small
iron and nickel clusters. Similar results were found later on by Andriotis et al. [8] for cluster
size containing more than 100 atoms. Lopez et al. [156] studied the geometry of cobalt clus-
ters and found an icosahedral growth pattern for the global minimum with some hcp and
fcc structure for particular sizes. The magnetic moments also agree with the experiments
better.
The DFT calculation are mostly restricted to small clusters due to the much computa-
tional e¤ort needed. First wave of studies focus on the geometry and magnetic moments of
very small clusters that can be investigated by the DFT [102] [155] [56] [32] [146] . Since the
DFT can give a more precise and reliable total energy of a cluster with certain geometry,
it is used to explain the tendency of icosahedral geometry of small cobalt clusters [102].
Some magic numbers are found for small clusters. Many isomers with di¤erent energy and
magnetic moments are found for small clusters too [155] [56]. Unfortunately, experimental
value of magnetic moment of very small clusters (N < 5) that are more feasible for calcula-
tion are not available yet. Calculations on iron clusters show the enhanced orbital magnetic
moments as well as the total magnetic moments [151] [164]. Recently, Tiago et al. [173]
claimed that the DFT calculation has been done on iron clusters for size up to N = 400
and the overall reduction of the magnetic moment from atom to bulk is reproduced.
2.3 Other properties related to electronic structure of clus-
ters
2.3.1 Static dipole polarizability
On the macroscopic scale, the dielectric constant  is often used to describe the response of
a material to an external electric eld [78]. For vacuum  = 1, and for metal !1, which
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means that vacuum cannot be polarized by an external eld and for metals it is very easy.
Another way to describe this is to use the screening length screen. Normally, for a metal,
the screening length is on the order of 0:1 A [202], which means that the external electric
eld is almost perfectly screened down to the sub angstrom scale.
For a microscopic system, especially when we are considering a cluster with a radius
of 1 nm, the polarizability  is a better way to describe the response to an external eld.
Normally for a solid,  can result from a polar or a nonpolar state. In a polar molecule, 
reects the degree of alignment with the eld. The nonpolar  is caused by the redistrib-
ution of the electronic charge. Since metal clusters are studied here, normally we are only
concerned with non-polar . In fact, as mentioned above, a permanent dipole moment has
been found for some metal clusters [129], but in that case a whole di¤erent analysis has
to be carried out for the polar contribution. Nonetheless, for the clusters we are studying
in this thesis, we have not seen any sign of polar contributions. That means, the clusters
do not have permanent electronic dipole moments. The connection between the atomic
















atom is the atomic volume.
The response to a static electric eld changes with the size of the system, and with other
properties. Since even for a metal the screening length is not zero, the screening ability
will be reduced when the size is small. This is reected in the reduced dielectric constant.
Another e¤ect is shown by the following classical equation:
 = 4(R+ spillout)
3;
where R is the classical radius of the spherical system, and spillout is called electronic
spillout. Because spillout is on the order of an angstrom, this e¤ect is very important for
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small clusters.
Polarizability is one of the most straightforward properties that can be measured by the
electric deection technique [41]. Since it provides information about the electronic structure
(e.g. the volume) of the electron cloud, it gives us a very powerful tool for studying small
clusters. In particular, the spillout is quite sensitive to the density of selected electrons, so
that the polarizability is, in a sense, a probe of state and density.
2.3.2 Photo-ionization e¢ ciency
To probe the electronic structure of clusters, photo-ionization experiments are often per-
formed. In these experiments, clusters are illuminated by single-wavelength photons. The
ionization e¢ ciency is measured as a function of the wavelength of the photons. The thresh-
old of the photo-ionization, called the ionization potential (IP ), is then determined from
the ionization e¢ ciency.
For various reasons (e.g., nite temperature, line width of the ionizing photon) [160] [147]
[73] the threshold of the photo-ionization is not sharp, which makes the analysis complicated.
There is another complication caused by the structure change due to ionization. When
a cluster loses one electron, the structure of an ionized cluster may not be the same as
that of the neutral cluster. The energy di¤erence between the ground state of neutral
cluster and that of the ion is called adiabatic ionization potential (AIP ). However, because
the ionization happens much faster than the structure change, the most probable electron
transitions are those in which the structure does not change. This is called Franck-Condon
principle [17] and the corresponding ionization potential measured is called the vertical
ionization potential (V IP ), which is slightly di¤erent from AIP .
Although there is no unambiguous way to extract the threshold from ionization e¢ ciency
data [65] [185] [84] [104] [16], as long as all clusters are analyzed consistently, the comparisons
between clusters should be valid.
The ionization potential predicted by the Jellium model (dened by a Hamiltonian that
treats the electrons as usual but the ionic cores as a uniform positively charged background)
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[27] is






where IP0 is the ionization potential when R is innity, IP is the tting constant. For






3.1 Molecular beam machine
Clusters have been studied with various techniques. The earliest methods measure prop-
erties of clusters on substrates [94] [15] [62] [131] [191]. However, the interaction of the
substrate with the clusters is distracting because it is a source of controversy concerning
the interpretation of the measurements and is poorly understood. Alternatively, free clus-
ters in the gas phase have the advantage of being isolated from the environment and other
clusters, so the intrinsic properties of clusters can be investigated.
Even though technical di¢ culties limited the styles of clusters that could be studied,
these early studies produced important results.
Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the experimental setup showing the main parts of the
molecular beam apparatus. The scale of the machine is about 2.5 m, excluding the lasers.
Molecular beam methods used in this thesis allow clusters to be studied in the gas phase.
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Gaseous clusters are created and measured by the molecular beam method. The main
components of the apparatus are shown in Figure 2. The operation of the experiment is
briey described next and in more detail in the subsequent sections. Focused laser light
from a YAG laser hits the metal sample rod. This generates a metal vapor in the source
chamber. A short pulse of precooled helium (He) gas is injected into the source. The metal
vapor cools down and condenses into clusters. Helium gas carries the clusters through a
nozzle to form a cluster beam. The cluster beam is skimmed by the rst skimmer (1:0 mm
diameter) that separates the rst and the second chamber. The cluster beam is collimated
by a second skimmer (1 mm wide, 2 mm high) and three collimators (collimation 0:1 mm
5 mm, 0:3 mm 5 mm or 0:8 mm 5 mm). The cluster beam then may be deected
in either magnetic or electric elds depending on which property is under investigation.
Finally, the clusters are photo-ionized by an Excimer laser (193 nm) or an OPO laser (215
nm 700 nm). The mass and the position of the clusters are simultaneously measured using
a time-of-ight (TOF) position-sensitive mass spectrometer [43]. The repetition rate of the
experiment is 20 Hz. If deection experiments are performed, the eld is switched on and o¤
every 20 seconds, and the data are stored in separated channels to produce an o¤ spectrum
and an on spectrum. Data are collected by the computer for several hundred cycles for a
single experiment to average out cluster beam intensity uctuations.
Table 1: Pressures and the mean free path for the chambers. The cluster collision cross
section is taken to be 1 (nm)2.
Chamber 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Pressure (Torr) 10 2 5 10 6 10 7 10 9
Mean Free Path (m) 10 3 2 102 104
The apparatus is di¤erentially pumped. Pressures and the mean free paths are sum-
marized in Table 1. The rst and second chambers are connected via the rst skimmer.
The second and third chambers are connected via the second skimmer. The third chamber
includes the deection plates and the fourth chamber houses the time of ight spectrom-
eter. The rst chamber has the highest pressure because hehium gas is injected into this
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chamber. Note that downstream from the rst skimmer, the clusters are collision free.
3.2 Laser ablation source
The laser ablation cluster source is a critical part of the apparatus. This source is uniquely
designed to produce cryogenic beams.
Figure 3: Cross section of the laser ablation source with the cold nger, the heater and the
thermal diode. The nozzle and the pulsed valve are not shown.
Figure 3 shows the cross section of the source. The source is rmly connected to the
cold head of the cryogenic system (Sumitomo, SDK) by 6 screws. A heater is attached
to the cold nger close to the cold head. The temperature is measured using a diode
(LakeShore 470 SD) that is located in the source and thermally connected using vacuum
grease. The connection wires are wound around the cold nger to avoid heating by the wire.
The resistance of the diode is measured by the temperature controller (LakeShore 321) that
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converts this into a temperature. The controller supplies feedback to the heater so that the
temperature is stabilized at the set temperature.
Focused YAG laser light enters the source via a 0:9 mm diameter hole as shown in
Figure 3. This light hits the sample rod (2 mm diameter). A short pulse (with duration
about 1000 s at room temperature and 500 s at 20 K) of precooled hehium gas enters the
source cavity (0:5 cm3 volume). Since the pressure in the source (on the order of 1 Torr) is
much higher than the in the source chamber (10 2 Torr), the hehium gas and metal vapor
mixture will pass around the sample rod and enter the nozzle region and ultimately escape
from the nozzle.
Figure 4: Cross section of the nozzle and the extender.
3.2.1 Nozzle
The nozzle and nozzle extender are shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 3, the nozzle
tube diameter (about 2 mm) is much smaller than that of source cavity ( 4 mm). This
gives the mixture enough time to reach equilibrium. At the exit of the nozzle, the diameter
is further reduced ( 1:5 mm).
Clusters and metal atoms collide to make the clusters grow. Collision between hehium
atoms and metal clusters carry away the heat of condensation. Therefore, a large enough
number of collisions are critical for generating clusters as well as cooling the clusters gener-
ated. The number of collisions is sensitive to the source parameters.
In the experiments, three nozzles were used: one without a nozzle extender, one with a
1 cm extender and one with a 2 cm extender. A long nozzle helps obtain equilibrium. In
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order to study excited states of clusters, short nozzles are used.
3.2.2 Reservoir
As mentioned above, the hehium gas is precooled in the reservoir between the source and
the cold nger before it enters the source cavity (Figure 3).
Figure 5: The top view and bottom view of the source without the cold nger.
Figure 5 shows a top view of the source with the cold nger removed. There are two
pinholes (1 mm in diameter) in the reservoir. The rst pinhole allows gas to enter the reser-
voir from the rst pulsed valve, so that room temperature helium gas enters the reservoir.
The second pinhole is sealed by the poppet of the second pulse valve. The helium gas stays
in the reservoir for at least 40 ms before the second valve is opened. Hence, the helium gas
can be cooled down from room temperature to the source temperature.
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3.2.3 Second pulse valve
The second pulse valve is the most sensitive part of the source assembly because it has to
operate at various temperatures.
Figure 6: Cross section of the second pulse valve.
Figure 6 shows the cross section of the second pulse valve. The assembly is screwed in
the source at the position shown in Figure 5. The poppet seals the pinhole of the hehium
outlet by means of a spring. When an electric pulse is sent to the actuator (not shown
here), the poppet will be pulled down, thereby opening the valves so that the cold gas will
exit the reservoir and enter the source cavity. The spring restores the poppet position after
the pulse and seals the reservoir. The poppet is made of Delrin whose thermal expansion
is small.
As discussed in the Appendix B, the gas discharge into the source cavity can be tuned
by the timing of the second pulse valve and by the length of the nozzle. Long nozzles and
long pulse durations are required in order to attain equilibrium.
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3.3 Deection in Stern-Gerlach elds
3.3.1 Magnetic deection
We use Stern-Gerlach inhomogeneous elds that are generated by pairs of deection plates,
to investigate the response of clusters to electric and magnetic elds.
Neutral clusters are deected in an inhomogeneous eld due to their magnetization. If
a particle in an inhomogeneous eld B in the z direction with energy U , then the magneti-













where dBdz is the gradient of the eld.
Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the deection of a cluster in a Stern-Gerlach eld. The
















where m is the mass of the cluster, v is the speed of the cluster, as shown in Figure 7.





















where K  2
l2field+2lfieldL
.







Figure 8: Typical beam prole with the magnetic eld on and o¤. The Cluster is Co37,
T=30 K.
3.3.1.1 Beam proles
The cluster deection process is rather complex. This can be seen by noting that not
all clusters deect by the same amount. That is to say, the beam does not simply shift,
but it can also broaden, when the clusters are subjected to the eld of the Stern-Gerlach
magnet. Hence, the beam prole changes from Ioff () to Ion() (i.e. the intensity I as a
function of deection ), when the eld is turned on. This can be understood in terms of the
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magnetization distribution P (M) of the cluster beam. If the clusters have a magnetization
distribution P (M), then the beam prole with the magnetic eld on Ion() will be
Ion() = Ioff ()
 P ();
where P () is the deection distribution, which is derived from the magnetization distrib-




(M   gLandeJzB), where (x) is the Dirac delta function, J is the total
angular moment of the atom and B is the Bohr magneton. For a cluster with susceptibility
, P (M) = (M   B).
However, the real beam prole is more complicated. Figure 8 shows an example of the
beam prole for Co37 with and without magnetic eld. As we can see, the beam prole with
magnetic eld can neither be explained by the atomic model nor in terms of susceptibility.
3.3.2 Electric deections
3.3.2.1 Beam proles
Electric deections are less complex than magnetic deections because for most clusters
only have induced electric dipole moments [26] [44] [120] [88]. Therefore
measure = E;





where dE=dz is the gradient of the electric eld along the z direction. In this case, the
deected beam prole will simply show a rigid shift at measure = E.
3.3.3 Stern-Gerlach elds
3.3.3.1 Two-wire eld
The magnetic eld geometry approximates that produced by two wires. This two-wire eld
geometry is optimal for molecular beam deection and was rst introduced by Rabi [141]
[154]. Hence the pole faces are shaped to produce the two-wire elds as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Pole face of the high deection power magnet shown as an example of the two-
wire eld. The solid line is the shape of the pole faces, and the ribbon between the pole
faces is at the position of the cluster beam.
If there were two wires perpendicular to the surface at position (0; a) and (0; a), where
a =2.56 mm, and one carries current inward and the other carries current outward, then
the equipotential surface will be a set of circles [154]. Rather than using two wires, we
construct two pole faces that correspond to two of the equipotential surfaces. This results
in a eld with the same structure. To describe the two-wire eld, we need three parameters:
the radii of the two arcs r1, r2 and the gap d between the two pole faces. We can nd out
the locations of the virtual wires using relation:
2r2   d =
q
r21   a2 +
q
r22   a2;
so that the shape of the inhomogeneous eld can be calculated.
The ratio between eld and eld gradient is always xed for a given magnet. Therefore,
we construct several magnets in order to vary the gradient and the eld strength separately.
Figure 10 shows an example of pole face of low eld gradient magnet. The dependence of
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magnetic eld on the current in the coil and magnetic eld is determined by the material
of the magnet.
Figure 10: Pole face of the low deection power magnet shown as an example of the two
wire eld. The solid line is the shape of the pole faces, and the ribbon between the pole
faces gives the position of the cluster beam.
Table 2: Parameters of deferent magnets. The Bmax and (dBdz )max are the values when the
electric current in the coil is 7A.
magnet Bmax(T) (dBdz )max(T/m) length(cm) r1(mm) r2(mm) d(mm)
#1 0:91 345 12:5 2:65 2:99 2:6
#2 1:29 51:3 12:5 30:0 27:4 2:6
#3 1:09 34:5 4:0 30:0 27:4 2:6
#4 1:98 50:0 6:0 30:0 27:4 2:6
The four magnets shown in Table 2 have been used in this thesis. Calculation of the eld
and eld gradient can be found in Ref [154]. The calibration of the magnet is performed as
follows: the magnetic eld is measured for various currents in the coils using a Tesla meter.
The gradient of the eld is calculated using (47) from the deection of a beam of Al atoms.








In this thesis we also used a coaxial eld, or a one-wire eld. The equipotential surfaces
of a charged wire with innite length are a set of coaxial cylinders. We make two coaxial
equipotential surfaces by two electrodes with certain voltages.
Figure 11: Pole face of the electric deection plates.
Figure 11 shows the geometry of the coaxial electric deection plates. It is trivial to
calculate the electric eld and eld gradient for the coaxial eld. The two coincident axes
of the two cylinders are at the origin. The electric eld and the eld gradient are then
























where V0 is a constant, and V is the voltage di¤erence between the two plates, r and R are
the radii of two cylinders and r0 is the distance from the origin. If V = 20 kV for example,
then at the center of the deection plates, E(r0) = 7:5 106 V/m, where r0 = (r +R)=2.
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3.4 Photo-ionization experiment setup
Figure 12: Experimental setup for photo-ionization potential experiments.
Usually photo-ionization is accomplished with xed wavelength light supplied by an
Excimer. For a photo-ionization experiment, the Excimer is replaced by an optical para-
metric oscillator (OPO) laser system (Continumm Panther) so that the wavelength can be
continuously varied.
Figure 12 shows the setup for photo-ionization experiments. Since the intensity of the
OPO laser changes with its wavelength, the laser intensity is monitored in real time in order
to make a precise cluster ionization e¢ ciency measurement. The OPO laser is sampled by
its reection from the ionization window into the molecular beam machine and further
attenuated by reections from the two quartz windows. The photo diode generates an
electric current proportional to the intensity of the OPO laser, which is then recorded by the






In order to investigate the magnetization behavior of ferromagnetic clusters in a Stern-
Gerlach eld, we studied cobalt clusters for a wide range of sizes (10  N  200), temper-
atures (25  T  100) and magnetic elds (0  B  2 T).
4.1.1 Beam proles
Figure 13a shows an example of beam proles for Co20 at T = 40 K and B = 2 T. Two
important features should be pointed out: (i) the clusters deect exclusively in the stronger
eld direction; (ii) the beam prole is signicantly broadened when the eld is on indicating
a wide magnetization distribution.
The magnetization distribution P (M) is extracted from the beam proles with magnetic
eld o¤and magnetic eld on by the deconvolution method described in Appendix C (Figure
13b). The conversion from deection to magnetization is done using (47). The intensity
at negative magnetization in Figure 13b is an artifact of the deconvolution method due to
statistical uncertainties. This does not a¤ect the average magnetization. The magnetization
distributions of all clusters are plotted together to give a global view in Figure 13c. Note
that the average magnetization per atom saturates at 2 B for large cluster sizes.
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Figure 13: Deections and magnetization distributions of CoN at T = 40 K and B = 2
T. (a) Position sensitive mass peak of Co20 showing the eld o¤ (dashes) and the eld on
(B = 2 T, solid) deections (the entire spectrum is composed of about 200 distinct mass
peaks). Note the single-sided deections. (b) The normalized magnetization probability
distribution determined from the deections in (a)N = 20; M=N = 0:83 B; =N = 2:3 B;
x = 1:5; M=N  0:4. (c) Normalized magentization distributions of CoN (12  N  200,
T = 40 K, B = 2 T). Amplitudes are represented in color (blue: low; red: high). The
magnetization is linear with N for small N and saturates at about (N)  2N B for large
N .
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In Appendix B, we estimate that at these low source temperatures, there are no phonons
in the clusters. So the spin relaxation model cannot be applied to explain the single sided
deections (see 2.2.1).
4.1.2 Average magnetization
The magnetization distribution of CoN is not a simple delta function, which needs to be
explained. We rst look at the average magnetization.
4.1.2.1 Raw data
Figure 14: Average magnetization of CoN clusters at source temperature T = 25 K.
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Figure 15: Average magnetization of CoN clusters at source temperature T = 35 K.
Figure 16: Average magnetization of CoN clusters at source temperature T = 40 K.
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Figure 17: Average magnetization of CoN clusters at source temperature T = 50 K.
Figure 18: Average magnetization of CoN clusters at source temperature T = 60 K.
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Figure 19: Average magnetization of CoN clusters at source temperature T = 70 K.
Figure 20: Average magnetization of CoN clusters at source temperature T = 80 K.
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Figure 21: Average magnetization of CoN clusters at source temperature T = 90 K.
Figure 22: Average magnetization of CoN clusters at source temperature T = 100 K.
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Figure 14 through Figure 22 show the average magnetization of CoN clusters for various
source temperatures and magnetic elds. The average magnetization is obtained from the
1st moment of the beam proles. The error bars are not plotted. Since the uncertainties
are inversely proportional to deections, the error bars are smaller for larger deections.
This can be seen from the dispersion of the data.
4.1.2.2 Analysis
Figure 23: Magnetic moments N and normalized magnetization MN=N of CoN . (a)
MN=N of Co100 for 25 K T  100 K and 0 < B  2 T, corresponding to x ( BkBT ) ranging
from 0:4 to 12. The data scale with x. Note the linear increase for small x: M100=100
 0:3x and M100=100 = 1 for large x. The trend is consistent with the Langevin function
(bold line) however the Langevin function approaches saturation more slowly. (b)M100=100
for 12  N  200, 20 K T  100 K and B  2 T measured in 71 data sets, plotted as a
function of x. (c) Magnetic moments per atom for CoN . Note that M12=12  2 B; MN=N
increases to a maximum at N = 37 followed by a gradual decrease with weak oscillations
converging to 2 B for N = 150.
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We carefully analyze the magnetization data in order to verify (39). First, we note
that the magnetization of large clusters saturate so that their magnetic moments can be
immmediately deduced, since in this limit the magnetization is the magnetic moment. In
detail, consider the experimental relation MNN = f(x) where x 
NB
kBT
. As shown in Figure
23a, for Co100 the relation f(x) found from di¤erent elds and temperatures falls on a
universal curve which resembles the Langevin function L(x), as indicated by the bold line.
In the low x range f(x) matches L(x) very well. Note however that for large x, f(x)
saturates faster than predicted by L(x).
Since the total magnetic moments are smaller for smaller clusters, the available magnetic
elds ( 2 T) are too small to saturate the magnetization. Therefore, the magnetic moments
of small clusters cannot be found by that method. However, because we already have a well
dened magnetization curve MNN = f(x) that is shown to be universal for large clusters,
we can extrapolate the magnetic moments of small clusters by tting their magnetization
curves to this universal curve.
Figure 23b show the magnetization curve MNN = f(x) for all cluster sizes investigated.
The universal curve f(x) is represented by more than 10; 000 experimental points. The
magnetic moments per atom for all cluster sizes were also found, which are consistent
with the magnetic moments found previously [30] [48] [21], as shown in Figure 23c, more
details have been revealed however: the magnetic moments oscillate with the cluster size
dramatically with a maximum around N = 37; at N = 23, 41, 51, 83 and 121, the magnetic
moments have local minima. The magnetic moments converge to 2 B per atom for cluster
N > 150.
4.1.3 Magnetization distribution
As shown in Figure 13, the magnetization distribution of a cluster beam is by no means
a delta function. The average magnetization is only one parameter for characterizing the
magnetization distribution. We next look at the broadening of the beam proles when the
magnetic eld is turned on. This is related to the width of the magnetization distributions.
The broadening W is dened as the geometric di¤erence between second moment of Ion()
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(W on) and second moment of Ioff () (W off ): W =
p
(W on)2   (W off )2. If we convert
W from deection to magnetization using (47), we obtain the width of the magnetization
distribution M .
Figure 24: The normalized width of magnetization M distribution as a function of ratio
x = BkBT . The data points are found by averaging the values of
M
 for clusters conditions
over a small range of BkBT . Note that the 2nd moment of a beam prole is more sensitive
to random noise than its 1st moment, which brings signicant uncertainty.
From the analysis of the average magnetization, we have found the scaling rule for the
average magnetization and the magnetic moments for all the clusters. Based on that, we
can look at the relative width of magnetization distribution M .
Figure 24 gives a qualitative picture of the magnetization distribution. The distribution
width starts small at low elds, increases to a maximum at intermediate elds and reduces
again at high elds.
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4.2 Explanation: Avoided crossing theory
We next address the following paradox: while the statistical thermodynamics of the SR
model fails for small clusters at low temperatures as pointed out in 2.2.1, nevertheless the
experiment (Figure 23) shows that the Langevin function (39), which follows from the SR
model is a reasonable approximation. Clearly, the Langevin function (39) is approximately
valid for some other reason. We investigate this carefully below.
For a system in a magnetic eld, one has the generic Hamiltonian
Htotal = HB=0 +Hmag;
where HB=0 is the Hamiltonian when there is no magnetic eld and Hmag is the part of
Hamiltonian that is magnetic eld dependent. The magnetization is





where V is the volume and  denotes the average over the duration of measurement
time.
Recall from 2.2.1 that the SR model breaks down at low temperatures for small cold
isolated clusters because there is no heat bath. Here the term "heat bath" denotes the
degrees of freedom with which Hmag may exchange energy and angular momentum. For
reference, we list possible heat baths of various systems in Table 3.
Table 3: Possible heat baths and selection rules for di¤erent systems.
Systems Free atoms Free clusters Supported
clusters
Bulk

















For free atoms (atoms in a beam), the only degree of freedom available to be the heat
bath is the electronic excitation. In contrast, free clusters have rotations and vibrations with
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much lower energy scales. For bulk systems, there are vibrations and electronic excitations
but no rotations. The heat bath for supported clusters can be the substrate and/or their
own vibrations and rotations.
The other critical di¤erence between these systems is the ergodicity. As discussed in
Appendix B.3, ergodicity is lowered by selection rules. Systems that have no selection
rules are ergodic and are also called irregular systems, while the opposite are called regular
systems [142] [18]. Table 3 shows the selection rules of di¤erent systems. Free atoms are
very regular systems because the electronic degree of freedom are normally not excited at
all, leaving Hmag almost the only term in the total Hamiltonian. The supported clusters
and bulk are the most irregular systems. Free clusters are in between. In this case, we
should take into account the details of the total Hamiltonian and the selections rules.
4.2.1 The spin Hamiltonian of free ferromagnetic clusters
For iron group clusters, we can write Hmag   gLandeB
 !
S   !B =  gLandeBSzB as a
good approximation, where gLande  2, even though still there may be residual orbital
contributions to the total electronic angular momentum. The magnetic moment of the
cluster is dened as   gLandeBS  2BS. The total Harmiltonian of free clusters can
be written in the form:
Hcluster(B)  HV ib +HRot +Hcouple   gLandeBSzB
= HV ib +HRot +Hcouple   2BSzB; (49)
where HV ib is the vibrational Hamiltonian, HRot is the rotational Hamiltonian and Hcouple




Clusters are generated in the source at temperature T in magnetic eld B = 0, therefore
clusters populate energy levels Ei(0). We assume that Hcouple is small compared to all
the other terms in (49) (see 4.2.3.1). Therefore, the eigenstates are linear combinations
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of eigenstates of vibrations and rotations EV Ri . The cluster is described by a Boltzmann
distribution
n(Ei(0)) / e Ei(0)=kBT = e E
V R=kBT : (50)
4.2.2.2 Adiabatic evolution of energy levels
A cluster in the beam will enter the magnetic eld where its magnetization is measured. If
there is no coupling between the spin and rotations, the energy levels will evolve as
Euncouplei (B;Sz) = E
V R
i   2BSzB:





become degenerate, at say B = B0, and if they have the same Jz, they will interact. In
the vicinity of that degeneracy, the energies are determined using degenerate perturbation
theory. For two nearly degenerate levels Ei(B;Sz) and Ej(B;S0z) (assuming a constant
spin-rotation coupling SR), the secular equation [159] that describes the perturbation is:
Hcluster =





Hence the perturbed energy levels are:
Ecouplei (B) =
EV Ri + E
V R








EV Ri + E
V R




(EV Ri   EV Rj   2BS0zB + 2BSzB)2 + 42SR
2
: (52)
As shown in Figure 25, an avoided level crossing occurs at the level intersection. The
magnetization (which is the slope of the adiabatic level) reverse at the degeneracy point
B = B0. At the degeneracy point, Sz is not a good quantum number because of the
coupling. The magnetization is e¤ectively the average of the two levels, as shown in Table
4.
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Figure 25: Schematic illustration of an avoided level crossing. Notice that the coupling
makes the spin orientation "ip" at the degeneracy point, since the crossing of the two
levels is avoided.
Table 4: Energies and magnetizations of two levels with an avoided crossing.
























M couplej (B) 2BS
0
z BSz + BS
0
z 2BSz
Because of the large density of rotational levels, a cluster will negotiate a large number of
avoided crossings in its passage through the magnetic eld. At each crossing, the number of
interacting levels can be more than two. For clusters that follow the energy levels Ecouplei (B)
adiabatically, their magnetization will switch at every avoided level crossing. This results
in a reduced average magnetization. Note that spin relaxation is not involved. In fact, the
process is, in principle, reversible.
We next show the energy diagram of Co10 as an example. Figure 26 shows a small region
of the Zeeman diagram with all the level crossings avoided. For each level the average slope






















Figure 26: Zeeman diagram of Co10 with Jz = 0 at the vicinity of B = 0:3 T, Ecouple=kB = 3
K. Note that every level crossing is avoided.
Figure 27: The energy levels of cluster Co10 with Jz = 0 at the vicinity of B = 0:3 T,
Ecouple=kB = 3 K in a range of dB = 10 3 T, dE=kB = 10 2 K. The blue curves are the
uncoupled levels. The black bold curve is one of the adiabatic energy levels.
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Figure 28: The energy levels of cluster Co10 with Jz = 0 at the vicinity of B = 0:3 T,
Ecouple=kB = 3 K in a range of dB = 0:01 T, dE=kB = 0:1 K. The blue curves are the
uncoupled levels. The black bold curves are some of the adiabatic energy levels.
Figure 29: The energy levels of cluster Co10 with Jz = 0 at the vicinity of B = 0:3 T,
Ecouple=kB = 3 K in a range of dB = 0:1 T, dE=kB = 1 K. The blue curves that represent
the uncoupled levels are barely resolved. The black bold curves are some of the adiabatic
energy levels.
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Figure 30: The energy levels of cluster Co10 with Jz = 0. The uncoupled levels(blue) are
so many that they become the blue background. The black bold curves are some of the
adiabatic energy levels.
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Figure 27 through Figure 29 show the adiabatic levels as well as the uncoupled levels on
di¤erent scales. It is clear that for the larger scales, the adiabatic levels become smoother.
Figure 30 shows a global view of the energy levels which reveals the key features of these
energy levels: they start with zero slope and get steeper and steeper until the slope reaches
saturation at high eld; the slopes of the levels are all negative, which explains the single
sided deection. Clusters at di¤erent adiabatic levels have di¤erent magnetization, which
explains the broadening of the deected beam proles compared to the beam proles without
magnetic eld. It is important to notice again that the measurements are taken with
magnetic elds in the range 10 3 T to 10 2 T, which means ne details of the adiabatic
levels are not measured. These details are smeared so that the averages over the range in
Figure 29 or in Figure 28 are measured.
4.2.2.3 Magnetization of the cluster beam
Magnetization of a single cluster If we know the adiabatic levels, we can calculate
the magnetization of a specic cluster. Recall from Table 4 that the magnetization of an
adiabatic level is the average over all the interacting uncoupled levels in a certain range, we










where D(Euncouple(B;Sz)) is the number of uncoupled levels in the measurement range (a
range B centered at B). Since the number of levels in the measurement range is much










V R   2BSzB)dSzR S
 S Dos(E
V R   2BSzB)dSz
; (54)
where Dos(Euncouple(B;Sz)) is the density of states for the uncoupled levels.
Equations (53) and (54) allow us to nd the average slope of an adiabatic level over
the measurement range without diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. In the experiments, we
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accumulate data for many clusters so that in fact we measure the statistical behavior of the
entire cluster beam. Therefore, to compare with experiments, we have to average over the
ensemble of the cluster beam.
Magnetization of the cluster beam To nd the ensemble average, we have to deal
with the cluster population at various energies. Since the clusters follow their energy levels
adiabatically into the magnetic eld, the cluster populations are not determined by the
energies in the magnetic eld but by the energies before they enter the magnetic eld (i.e.,
their energies in the source). Thus, we should trace the adiabatic level Ecouple(B) back to
Ecouple(0) = EV R, and use the Boltzmann statistics corresponding to the source conditions.
Therefore, the magnetization of the cluster beam is








High eld limit According to Figure 30, the magnetization of almost all the clusters
saturates at Mcluster = 2BS, so the high eld average should be
Mbeam =Mcluster = 2BS = :
The high eld magnetization distribution should be a delta function (M   ) with width
M = 0.
Low eld limit In this case, the density of states in (54) can be expanded
Dos(E













Since the magnetization of the clusters is small, a rst order approximation
EV R  Ecouple(0)  Ecouple
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Note that this corresponds to the low eld limit of Langevin function (40)!






Suppose that Dos(EV R) = CDOS(EV R)gDOS , where CDOS is a constant, one nds










The distribution width will be
M =
q
< M2Cluster >   < MCluster >2
=
q
















Note that this is only for the case that gDOS > 1. For other cases, the calculation should
be done di¤erently.
Intermediate eld In this case, we have to calculate (54) and (55) numerically. What
we need to know here is the power law of density of states. Assuming that Dos(EV R) /
(EV R)gDOS , we can calculate the beam magnetization. The power gDOS is related to the
degrees of freedom that are excited. If no vibrational modes are excited, then gDOS = 0
(because of the Jz conservation). If one vibrational mode is excited, gDOS = 1.
Figure 31 shows the magnetization distribution prole calculated for Co10 under various
conditions. For di¤erent gDOS , all the peaks of the distributions follow the overall trend:
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Figure 31: Calculated magnetization distribution for cluster Co10 for various conditions
x = BkBT . (a) gDOS = 0:5; (b) gDOS = 1; (c) gDOS = 2; (d) gDOS = 20; Amplitude are
represented in color (blue: low; red: high).
start at M = 0 for low eld and saturate at
M
 = 1. The widths of the distributions
for various gDOS are clearly di¤erent: the larger the gDOS , the narrower the distribution.
However, the distributions are all narrow for low eld and become wider for higher eld
until they reach a maximum and become narrow again at very high eld. The average
magnetization and the distribution width are found from the rst and second moments of
these magnetization distributions.
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Figure 32: Average magnetization of Co10 in the beam calculated for various di¤erent
conditions for various gDOS .
Figure 33: Width of magnetization distribution for Co10 in the beam calculated as a
function of x = BkBT for various gDOS and compared with experimental results.
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di¤erent gDOS , the low eld limits show the same trend for all clusters, large and small (see
(57)). At high eld, the larger the power gDOS is, the faster the magnetization saturates. For
very large gDOS , this relation converge to the Brillouin function rather than the Langevin
function because the total spin of Co10 is not large enough.
Figure 33 shows the calculated width of the magnetization distribution as well as the
experimental values (same as Figure 24 but without error bars). Note that the width of
magnetization distribution is narrower for larger gDOS .
4.2.3 Discussions
We return to the coupling term Hcouple in Hamiltonian (49). First, we should emphasize
that the nature of the coupling is extremely complicated especially for clusters that are
asymmetric [175]. We only discuss the order of magnitude of the strength and also some
limiting cases.
4.2.3.1 Coupling strength
If we ignore the nuclear spin, the generic form of the coupling is
Hcouple = SR
 !
S   !R + SA(
 !
S   !A )2;
where
 !
S is the spin of the electrons,
 !
R is the rotation of the cluster,
 !
A is one of the
body axes of the cluster (assuming single axis anisotropy), SR and SA are the strength
for spin-rotation coupling and of the spin-body axis coupling respectively. As mentioned in
4.2.2, when the coupling is weak, we can diagonalize the Hamiltonian ignoring the coupling





B and the body axis
 !







Hcouple jR;Rz; Ra; S; Szi / Sz+Rz ;S0z+R0z ;
the crossings of unperturbed energy levels are avoided.
In principle the electron spin only couples to its orbital angular momentum (spin-orbit
coupling). For an atom in a cluster or in the bulk, the electric eld from other atoms
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(crystal eld) is not spherically symmetric. Therefore due to the low symmetry of the
crystal eld, the orbital motion of the electrons has a preferred direction. Di¤erent spin-
orbit coupling strength and di¤erent crystal elds result in di¤erent magnetic anisotropy
energies [136]. If spin-orbit coupling is larger than the crystal eld energy, then the orbital
angular momentum is still a good quantum number. The crystal eld will eventually cause
strong spin-body axis coupling, which is reected in the anisotropy energy. If the e¤ect of
crystal eld is larger than the e¤ect of spin-orbit coupling, we have to rediagonalize the
electron orbital Hamiltonian including the crystal eld energy as o¤-diagonal terms, which
will give eigenstates without orbital angular momentum as good quantum numbers. In
other words, the average angular momenta for these eigenstates are quenched. In this case
the spin-orbit coupling will be very weak, resulting in less anisotropy energy, as is the case
for iron group metals.
In the bulk, the spin-body axis coupling is dominant. For a cluster in a beam, we
also have to take into account the rotations, which complicates the problem [175] [179].
Rotational angular momentum may uncouple the electronic spin angular momentum from
the body axis and eventually couple it to the rotations, especially for those clusters with no
electronic orbital angular momentum.
There are two important mechanisms for the spin-rotation coupling [175].
In one, the rotation of the cluster is like that of a charged sphere which generates a
magnetic eld parallel to the axis of rotation. In the classical picture, we can estimate the
coupling energy. The coupling energy can be treated as the energy of a magnetic dipole





where 0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability, !cluster is the angular frequency of the
cluster rotation and rcluster is the radius of the cluster. The average angular frequency of




cluster = 3kBTrot.As shown
in Figure 34, the coupling energy is on the order of 10 8 eV to 10 7 eV and is larger for
smaller clusters and higher temperatures.
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Figure 34: Spin rotation coupling energy calculated using the classical model for CoN
clusters.
The other is momechanism re important: electrons follow the rotation of the cluster and
get excited from zero rotation states to higher rotation states. Because of the spin-orbit
coupling, the electronic spin is coupled to the direction of rotation. According to van Vleck





where Br is the rotation constant, Espinorbit is the spin-orbit coupling strength, and e is
the energy needed to excite the electrons to higher angular momentum states. If the e is
from the collective rotation of the electrons in the cluster, Br=e  10 3. The spin-orbit
coupling energy for an electron is about 10 4 eV, therefore we get SR  10 7 eV.
Recall from (49) that Hmag is on the order of 1 B. For our experiments,   2 BN
and B  1 T. Hence Hmag  10 3 eV is much larger than the spin-rotation coupling
strength. Thus the approximation we made earlier is justied: the coupling can be treated
as a perturbation.
4.2.3.2 Landau-Zener tunneling
We have assumed that the clusters traverse their energy levels adiabatically. Actually, if
the magnetic eld changes with a nite speed dBdt , there is a nite probability for clusters
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to jump between Ecouplei and E
couple
j . This nonadiabatic process is called a Landau-Zener


































For typical experiments, we nd dBdt  50 T/s, therefore LZ  10
 8 eV.
Apparently SR  LZ , hence pLZ  0, which means that the Landau-Zener transi-
tions are not important. In other words, the process is at least approximately adiabatic.
Actually, the process does not have to be totally adiabatic for the conclusion to hold.





where B = dBdz field is the eld change in the measurement range and Br is the rotational









For a typical experiment, we nd for cluster Co100 that Ncrossing  1000. Even if only one
of these crossings is actually avoided, the average magnetization will still show signicant
reduction compared with totally uncoupled cases.
4.2.3.3 Strong coupling cases
For iron group metal clusters, we can treat the couplings as perturbations (see 4.2.3.1).
Still there are other cases in which the coupling energy is stronger than the Zeemam energy
Hmag. One example is the clusters with strong spin-axis coupling or a large anisotropy
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energy. Some rare earth metal clusters fall into this category. The other case is from
clusters with large spin-rotation coupling. This occurs for very small clusters because they
rotate very fast [175].
Strong spin-body axis coupling Here, we can consider the electronic spin xed to one
of the body axes. The Hamiltonian will be similar to (49)




where J is the total angular momentum including electronic spin and cluster rotations.
Jz and Ja are the projection of
 !
J on magnetic eld (
 !
B ) and body axis (same as
 !
S )
respectively [175]. We can follow the same procedure as we did for (49). Plotting the
energy HV ib + HRot   gLandeBS JzJaJ(J+1)B, we will see many level crossings. The spin-
rotation coupling Hcouple at the degenerate point for the levels with same Jz will cause the
crossing to be avoided. Therefore if clusters follow these levels adiabatically, we should see a
very similar behavior as in the weak coupling case. Bertsch et al. have shown [68] that this
is indeed the case (40). The magnetization distribution is also similar to that described by
(49), which shows exclusively single-sided deections. However, Bertsch et al. ignored that
the magnetization is measured within a nite range of magnetic elds, so they concluded the
magnetization distribution should be wide and clusters should show negative deections. In
fact, the experimental averaging mechanism causes narrow widths. For example, magnetic
deection experiments on holmium clusters that have large anisotropy energy do not show
negative magnetic deection at all [195].
Strong spin-rotation coupling In this case, we can consider the electronic spin to be
perfectly aligned with the cluster rotation, in other words J = S +R, therefore




which means that the magnetization distribution is uniform, spanning from   to  [175].
Again, when the level crossings are avoided, the magnetization distribution will change
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signicantly. However, the quantitative magnetization distribution in this case has not yet
been studied.
4.2.3.4 Crossings that are not avoided
If the crossings are not avoided, we should see a very di¤erent behavior in both average
magnetization and distribution of magnetization, as summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Average and distribution of magnetization at low eld.
No coupling Spin-axis coupling Spin-orbit coupling















If crossings are not avoided at all, the average magnetization is zero to 1st order. For
the 2nd order perturbation, the strong coupling case will give an average magnetization
that is 23 of what we nd from (40). The detailed calculation can be found in [20] [175].
4.2.3.5 Selection rules
As shown in Table 3, the selection rules for di¤erent systems are very di¤erent causing
di¤erent behaviors. The selection rules for free clusters are the most complicated. In the
calculations so far, we assumed conservation of Jz and energy only. Actually, if we con-
sider spin-rotation coupling Hcouple = SR
 !
S   !R = 12SR(
 !
J 2   !S 2   !R 2), the eigenstates
become jJ; Jz; S;Ri. Since the Clebsch-Gordan [33] coe¢ cient hJ; Jz; S;R jS0; R0; S0z; R0zi /
S;S0R;R0J;J 0 , the coupling does not mix states with di¤erent rotations. Therefore, ad-
ditional selection rules have to be considered. In this case, the deections will not be
single-sided, because the highest energy levels with positive slope do not intersect any other
levels. A good example of this case is a paramagnetic cluster with an unpaired spin [130].
However for a ferromagnetic cluster, the total spin of the cluster is not a good quantum
number [127] [31], therefore the spin selection rules do not apply, causing the mixing of
states with di¤erent rotations. The avoided crossing theory then follows.
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4.2.4 Conclusion
The avoided crossing theory explaines the magnetization of small clusters, therefore the
spin relaxation paradox is resolved. In summary:
 The single-sided deections of iron group clusters are not caused by spin relaxation,
but are due to the repulsions between the adiabatic levels that reduce the magnetiza-
tion.
 The broadening of the deected beam proles is caused by the magnetization distri-
butions
 Magnetization of cluster beam is found to be close to Langevin function in the high





In the preceding chapter we have examined how a ferromagnetic cluster behaves in the Stern-
Gerlach inhomogeneous magnetic eld. We found how to extract the magnetic moments
from cluster deections. That is not our goal however. We have just sharpened our tools to
deal with the original problem. The question we posed in 1.2.3.12 is: what are the magnetic
moments of ferromagnetic clusters?
It may seem that the magnetic moments can be deduced from Figure 23 [192], where
the values conrm the previous work mentioned in 2.2.2: the magnetic moments are higher
for smaller clusters than for bulk and decrease with cluster size in a oscillating way. It turns
out that the real case is more subtle.
As discussed in 3.2, clusters are generated in the laser ablation source, where they
thermalize with the source. When the clusters are generated from the metal vapor, they
are hot and in excited states. Thermalization of a cluster is acquired by collisions with cold
carrier gas atoms that carry away energy from clusters and quench them in lower energy
states.
The thermalization is crucial for two reasons. First, only when the thermalization is
complete and when clusters reach equilibrium with background gas, we have control of
the temperature of the cluster beams. Second, if we thermalize the clusters at very low
temperatures, we can quench the clusters in their ground states. While we are most inter-
ested in ground state properties, the excited states are also important sources of interaction
that reveal the nature of the ground states. To study the excited states, we restrict the
thermalization process in a controlled way.
This is clearly more complicated than the perfect thermalization case, as discussed in
Appendix B. We take advantage of the di¤erent thermalization rates to keep some of the
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Magnetic deection experiments have been carried out both with complete and with re-
stricted thermalization conditions by either reducing the length of the nozzle or the amount
of helium gas injected into the source (see Appendix 3.2). Results for Co30 are shown in
Figure 35.
Figure 35: Magnetization distribution proles of cobalt clusters of 30 atoms in two ther-
malization conditions. Solid line is for the good thermalization condition; dashed line is for
a restricted thermalization condition. T = 20 K and B = 2 T.
When the thermalization is restricted, the magnetization distribution prole changes.
A second peak that deects less than the original peak becomes distinct. The deection of
original peak does not change, however, but its intensity is reduced. Because the two peaks
di¤er in their deections (therefore magnetization), we will call them the more-magnetic
peak and the less-magnetic peak respectively. The emergence of a second peak occurs for all
the clusters observed. The proportion of the two peaks in the beam changes continuously
when the thermalization condition is tuned, as shown in Figure 36. One can quench either
peak (Figure 36a, Figure 36c) or keep them both (Figure 36b) by tuning the thermalization
condition. Again, no matter what the proportion of the two peaks is, their positions are
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unchanged as long as the source temperature and the magnetic eld are unchanged.
Figure 36: The normalized magnetization probability distribution of CoN (10  N  200,
T = 20 K, B = 2 T). (a) Ideal thermalization. (b) Intermediate thermalization. (c)
Restricted thermalization. Amplitudes are represented in color (blue:low; red:high).
The obvious question is: what is the nature of the less-magnetic peaks? Is the cluster
source operating in a bimodal way or are they in fact two distinct energy states? If by
changing the thermalization condition, we only change the temperature of the cluster beam,
we expect a shift of the peak distribution instead of the appearance of a well dened, second,
less-magnetic peaks (see 4.1.2.2). In addition to that, the shift should vary continuously with
the thermalization. These features are not observed. Hence the less-magnetic peak does
not reect the same beam at a di¤erent temperature. Thus it is not due to bimodal source
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operation. Rather these peaks represent another state of the clusters. As shown in Figure 35,
the more-magnetic peak is dominant when the thermalization is ideal. In a well thermalized
cold beam (T = 20 K e.g.), clusters should be in their vibrational and electronic ground
state (Appendix B). This suggests that the more-magnetic peaks correspond to clusters
in their vibrational and electronic ground states (CoN ) and the less-magnetic peaks are in
metastable excited states (CoN ).
Figure 37: Magnetic moments per atom of CoN clusters. Magnetic moments of ground
state clusters are constant in the temperature range of the experiment(20 K  T  100
K). Magnetic moments of excited state clusters are eld dependent. Magnetic moments of
ground state(N ) and excited state(

N ) CoN clusters. 

N were measured at B = 0:5 T
and T = 30 K.
The magnetization of the excited states clusters (CoN ) in low elds is given by (40). At
high eld, deviations are seen. The magnetic moments found at low eld N=N converge to
1 B (Figure 37). At high eld, 

N=N increases with the eld. The high eld magnetization
anomaly of the excited states could be related to some coupling between the two states, as
discussed in 5.2.4.
5.1.1.2 Photon heating
The nature of the excited state is revealed in photon heating experiments [162] [41] [61]. The
cluster beam is illuminated by a light from 500 nm laser before it enters the inhomogeneous
Stern-Gerlach magnetic eld. The magnetization proles are compared with those without
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Figure 38: Magnetization distribution proles of Co30 clusters in di¤erent conditions. Solid
line is for good thermalization condition without laser heating; dashed line is for good
thermalization condition, but the cluster beam is illuminated by a 500 nm laser before it
enters the inhomogeneous magnetic eld. T = 30 K and B = 2 T.
laser heating. Low uence laser light is used. Note that the absorption of a photon does
not signicantly alter the rotational state, but it will increase the internal cluster energy.
We nd that the laser heating has a similar e¤ect to restricting the thermalization. It
is clear from Figure 38 that much of the intensity of the magnetization distribution has
been transferred from the more-magnetic peak to the less-magnetic peak when clusters are
heated. This happens for all the clusters observed, as shown in Figure 39.
Now we have better idea of what these peaks in the magnetization distribution prole
are: the more-magnetic peaks are from clusters in their ground states CoN and the less-
magnetic peaks are from clusters in their excited states CoN .
5.1.1.3 Photo-ionization
Knowledge of the energy separation between the two states should help to understand
the nature of the excitations. Therefore, the ionization potentials of cobalt clusters were
measured from the photo-ionization e¢ ciencies (PIE). The thermalization conditions were
tuned to make either energy state dominant and the clusters were ionized by the tunable
OPO laser. The number of clusters ionized and intensity of the OPO laser were recorded
as the wavelength of OPO was scanned between 250 nm and 215 nm, and the ionization
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Figure 39: Magnetization distribution proles of cobalt clusters (a) with and (b) without
laser heating at T = 30 K, B = 2 T.
e¢ ciencies were calculated as the number of ionized clusters divided by the intensity of the
OPO laser.
Figure 40 shows the ionization potentials for the ground state (IPN ) and the excited
state cobalt clusters (IP N ), which are consistent with previous measurements [193]. This
conrms again that the more-magnetic peaks correspond to clusters in their ground states
because those clusters have higher ionization potentials. Note that the energy separation
between the ground states and the excited states are on the order of 0:1 eV for small clusters
and vanish for larger clusters (N > 100). The quantitative values of the ionization potential
di¤erences indicate that the less-magnetic states are metastable electronically excited states.
5.1.1.4 Electric deections
To further probe the electronic structure di¤erence between the two states, the polarizabil-
ities of cobalt clusters were studied. The collimated cluster beam (0:1 mm 5 mm slit) was
deected in an inhomogeneous electric eld (0  E  80 kV/cm; dE=dz = 400E kV/cm2)
[129], and the polarizabilities () were calculated from the deection () using (48). The
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Figure 40: Photo-ionization potentials of cobalt clusters at B = 0 T and T = 30 K.
results are astonishing. The excited states have lower polarizability than the ground states
(Figure 41). Polarizability is closely related to the volume of the mobile electronic cloud
[41]. One expects a higher mobility for the excited states, corresponding to a larger polar-
izability, which contradicts the experimental results. In contrast to the excited states, the
polarizability of the ground states has a rich structure in its size dependence.
5.1.2 Iron clusters
If the two states with quantized magnetic moments per atom are the common feature of
ferromagnetic clusters, we should see this phenomenon for other ferromagnetic clusters, like
iron and nickel clusters. However, the deection experiment is complicated for the clusters
with more than one isotope, because of the molecular beam method we use here. That
is why cobalt clusters have been extensively studied. We next carried out magnetic and
electric deection experiments on iron clusters using isotopically pure 56Fe.
5.1.2.1 Magnetic deections
Figure 42 shows the magnetization distribution proles for iron clusters under di¤erent
thermalization conditions. Strikingly, for iron clusters, we found the same phenomenon
as we did for cobalt clusters. Under good thermalization conditions, the more-magnetic
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Figure 41: Polarizabilities per atom of cobalt clusters at T = 20 K. Ground state polar-
izabilities (N ) are higher than excited state polarizabilities (N ) because their electronic
structure comprises more 4s electrons that are more dispersed in space. Fitting by jellium
model,  = (rs + sN1=3 )
3N , gives s = 1:1 A for the ground state and s = 0:7 A for the
excited state.
clusters are dominant. When the thermalization condition is restricted, the less-magnetic
peaks emerge. As for cobalt, the proportion of the two peaks in the beam prole changes
continuously with the thermalization condition but the positions of the two peaks basically
stay the same.
Similar to cobalt clusters, these two peaks represent two microscopic states for iron
clusters. The more-magnetic peaks are the ground state FeN because they persist for good
thermalization. The less-magnetic peaks are the excited states FeN . We can use the same
analysis as we did for cobalt and the magnetic moments. The magnetic moments we have
found for iron clusters are again quantized. The magnetic moments for the ground state
clusters (N ) are around 3 B per atom. And again the magnetic moments for the excited
states are eld dependent. At low eld, N converges to 1 B per atom. Note that the
magnetic moment per atom found here is again quantized (3 B and 1 B), similar to cobalt
(2 B and 1 B). The fractional magnetic moments per atom for bulk (cobalt:1:7 B; iron:
2:1 B) fall in the quantized values found in the beam.
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Figure 42: The normalized magnetization probability distribution of FeN (10  N  200,
T = 20 K). (a) Ideal thermalization, B = 1:3 T. (b) Intermediate thermalization, B = 1:2
T. (c) Restricted thermalization, B = 1:2 T. Amplitudes are represented in color (blue:low;
red:high).
5.1.2.2 Electric deections
Electric deection experiments have been done on iron clusters as well. The results are
di¤erent from those from cobalt clusters. The polarizabilities of the two states are shown in
Figure 44. The ground states and the excited states have virtually the same polarizability.
Besides that, neither FeN nor FeN show strong oscillations when the cluster size is changed.
The polarizability decreases monotonically with size.
5.1.3 Manganese clusters
Bulk manganese is antiferromagnetic while some manganese clusters show ferromagnetic
behavior [89].
Since we have found two states for both cobalt and iron, and manganese is right next
to them in the periodic table. It makes sense to study manganese clusters.
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Figure 43: Magnetic moments per atom of FeN clusters. Magnetic moments of excited
state clusters are eld dependent. N were measured at B = 1:0 T and T = 20 K.
The results for manganese clusters are shown in Figure 45. From Figure 45a, one can
see that for some clusters (N  60 and N > 120), there appear to be very broad peaks
that resemble two peaks. Because the magnetic moments of manganese clusters are not as
high as cobalt and iron clusters, we cannot nd the magnetic moments from the saturation
magnetization. If we convert the vertical scale of Figure 45a from magnetization M into
magnetic moment  assuming (39), one obtains Figure 45b. The gure shows two branches
of manganese clusters. The one with smaller magnetic moment was observed earlier by
Knickelbein [89]. The one with larger magnetic moment is only observed for certain cluster
sizes, but strikingly, the magnetic moments are very close to 1 B per atom. Again, the
magnetic moments are quantized.
5.1.4 Cobalt manganese cluster
Alloy clusters have been an important subject in cluster physics [70] [150] [203]. How the
properties of alloys evolve with size is intriguing. In addition to that, using a small amount
of impurity as a probe to examine the properties of the host cluster is also interesting,
especially given that we can know precisely how many impurity atoms we have in the
clusters. We added manganese impurity atoms into host cobalt clusters to see how the two
states behave.
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Figure 44: Polarizabilities per atom of iron clusters at T = 20 K. Ground state polariz-
abilities (N ) are similar to excited state polarizabilities (N ). Fitting by jellium model,
 = (rs +
s
N1=3
)3N , gives s = 0:6 A.
A sample rod with 15% manganese and 85% cobalt was used in the experiment. As
shown in Figure 46, the mass peaks follow a binomial distribution consistent with the mass
ratio of the sample rod. Apparently, the two peaks feature persists even when manganese
atoms replace some cobalt atoms.
The ground state has been studied carefully, showing that every manganese atom en-
hances the magnetic moment of the cluster by 1:7 B [196], suggesting that the impurity
energy level is close to the hosts band structure. The enhancement comes from the de-
ciency of 3d electron of manganese atom. Therefore the impurity does not alter the band
structure of the host very much. The existence of the two states in the cobalt manganese
alloy clusters that have a similar band structure as the cobalt cluster suggests that the two
states are a property of the global electronic structure of the cluster.
5.1.5 Possibility of structure isomers
It has been discussed above that the two populations observed are two electronic states from
the energy point of view. Actually, the bulk properties of cobalt and iron show that the
structures are not closely related to magnetism, at least not to an extent that is observed
here.
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Figure 45: Magnetizations (a) and magnetic moments (b) per atom for manganese clusters.
Note that for cluster size N  60 and N > 120, a second state that has 1 B per atom is
observed.
For bulk iron, there are two possible structures, bcc (T < 900 K and T > 1400 K) and
fcc (900 K < T < 1400 K). Because bcc is not close-packed structure, the phase change of
structure will cause a signicant change of density. However, experiments show no evidence
of saturation magnetization change related to the structural change at temperature around
900 K [189]. For bulk cobalt, the two phases are hcp (T < 430 K ) and fcc (T > 430
K). They are both close-packed structures, so the density change is not so much. While
most experimental groups report no correlation between structure change and saturation
magnetization, one group did see such e¤ect at around 400 K. But the change is only 1:5%
[189].
As mentioned in 2.2.2.2, structures of ferromagnetic clusters are intriguing from both
experimental and theoretical point of views. However, so far our knowledge of cluster struc-
tures is very limited. Experiments show the tendency of icosahedral structure for ferromag-
netic clusters, which is conrmed by theoretical work. However, theoretical calculation also
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Figure 46: Mass spectrum of CoNMnM clusters for which N +M = 39. The intensities
of the mass peaks follow the binomial distribution. Every individual peak is identied and
marked with (N; M). The blue curve is the spectrum with magnetic eld B = 0, while the
red curve is the spectrum with magnetic eld B = 2 T. The thermalization condition was
tuned intermediate.
found many isomers with energies very close to the ground-state energy. The existence of




Free iron group metal atoms always have two 4s electrons. The electronic congurations






2 respectively [170]. When atoms
come together in clusters, the 4s electrons tend to form a free-electron-like 4s band. Elec-
trons overow from 4s band into 3d orbitals to reduce the total energy. So we expect the







respectively. While 4s electrons become itinerant, 3d electrons are more localized. Even
in bulk, not all the 3d electrons are itinerant [168]. Actually the 3d electrons are more
localized in clusters [60] [126] than in the bulk for two reasons: First, due to the reduced
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coordination, the width of the tight-binding band width will be reduced [21]. Second, the
loss of translation symmetry creates the disorder that will localize the 3d electrons [4] [1].
As we know, 4s electrons are not magnetically polarized and the orbital angular mo-
menta are quenched due to the crystal eld (1.2.3.1) [64]. Based on these arguments, Hunds
rule predicts the magnetic moment per atom to be 3B and 2B for FeN and CoN respec-
tively, according to their electronic congurations. These values are reasonably close to the
experimental observations [21] [192] [30] [49]. We can also write down the electronic con-
guration of the excited states FeN and Co









Other measured properties support these proposed electronic congurations. For exam-
ple, magic numbers in the IPs and polarizabilities of CoN both suggest an electronic shell




1, in CoN every cobalt atom contributes one 4s electron that
is delocalized over the whole cluster and promotes the shell structure. In contrast, CoN has
no 4s electrons in the electronic conguration 3d5"3d
4
#4s
0, which agrees with the fact that
both IP and polarizabilities of CoN almost monotonically decrease with increasing size. In
addition, the fact that there are more 4s electrons in CoN than in CoN explains why N
are systematically larger than N for cobalt clusters. For iron clusters, the polarizabilities
of FeN are very similar to those of FeN , which is consistent with the proposed electronic
congurations because FeN and FeN have similar 4s electron populations.
5.2.2 Cobalt clusters
5.2.2.1 Falicov-Kimball model
To understand the two states found for the cobalt clusters, one needs to consider the in-
teraction between the 3d and 4s electrons. As shown by Appendix D, the Falicov-Kimball
model describes this interaction. In this model, the total energy can be written as
Et = "sNs +
W
2N




where Ns and Nd are the number of electrons in the 4s band and highest 3d orbitals, d is
the single electron energy of the highest 3d orbital, s is the electron energy at the bottom
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of the 4s kind band, W is the e¤ective width of the 4s and G is the intra-atomic repulsion
between the 4s and 3d electrons.
The total number of electrons in the 4s band and the 3d orbitals is constant: N=Ns+Nd.
Hence the energy of a system with Ns electrons in the 4s band is
Et(Ns) =  (G W=2)N2s =N + (G  "d + "s)Ns +N"d; (58)
which is a parabola with respect to Ns, as shown in Figure 47. Because 0  Ns  N the
parabola has two minima at the two limits. They are Et(Ns = 0) = N"d and Et(Ns =
N) = NW=2+N"s. The vertex of the parabola is maximum at Nmaxs = N=2  (W   2"d+
2"s)=(4G  2W )N , with energy Emax = (G  "d + "s)2=(4G  2W )N +N"d.
Figure 47: Total energy predicted by the Falicov-Kimball model. The picture explains the
existence of two states of with local minimum energy: One is the ground state, the other is
the metastable excited state.
5.2.2.2 The two states
As shown in Figure 47, the two minima correspond to the two states observed in the
experiment: One of them is the ground state, the other is the metastable excited state. In
the case of small clusters, the band width is not as large as that in bulk, therefore W=2 <
"d   "s. Hence the ground state corresponds to Ns = N with energy Eg = NW=2 + N"s,
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which for cobalt corresponds to the electronic conguration 3d5"3d
3
#4s
1. The excited state





5.2.2.3 The metastable excited state
The fact that two minima are separated by an energy barrier explains why the excited state
is metastable. In an interaction with the environment the lifetime of this state can be very
long. Apparently it can survive the transition from source to detector ( 1ms).
5.2.2.4 Size e¤ect
The size e¤ect is discussed based on the model. When the cluster size increases, the number
of electrons on the cluster surface decreases. When the surface becomes less important, the
electron density increases, because the electrons on the surface are less congested. Therefore
the Fermi energy becomes larger for the 4s electrons, resulting in a larger band width W .
The energy di¤erence between the two states Ee   Eg = ("d   "s  W=2)N then reduces.
For a certain cluster size, the two states will be degenerate in energy.
When the cluster size increases, the 4s electrons are more conned in the interior, which
makes the interaction between 4s and 3d electrons G stronger.
The band width of the 4s electron is assumed to be roughly proportional to the Fermi
energy of an free electron gas. In terms of the electron spillout s and the classical radius
of the cluster R, the band width is W / (1   2s=R), given that s  R. The Coulomb
repulsion between the 4s and the 3d electrons G also increases with cluster size, although
the dependence on the cluster radius is not easy to estimate. However, the e¤ective single
electron energies "d and "s are more or less constant. Hence, the energy barrier decreases
when the cluster size increases, which explains the closing of the energy gap between the
two states observed in the IP experiments.
5.2.3 Iron clusters
If we apply the same theory to iron clusters, we get two states with magnetic moments
3B per atom and 2B per atom instead of the observed 3B and 1B per atom. The
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polarizability data also do not show signicant di¤erences between FeN and FeN , nor magic
numbers either.
However, if we assume that the interaction is between localized and itinerant 3d elec-
trons, the experimental data can be explained. Because iron has more than half lled 3d
orbitals, exchanging electrons between di¤erent orbitals will result in a change of 2B per
atom. In these two states, the electron population in the 4s bands are the same. Therefore
the polarizabilities should be rather similar.
5.2.4 Coupling between the two states
Figure 48: Schematic energy diagram of cobalt clusters with two states assuming all crossing
between energy levels are avoided. The dashed red lines are the energy levels starting from
the ground spin state (e.g., CoN ). The solid blue lines are the energy levels starting from
the excited spin state (e.g., CoN ). At a large enough eld, all energy levels tend to have
magnetization N .
The magnetic moment of cobalt and iron clusters are found from their low-eld mag-
netization because at low eld, the clusters in the two states follow (40). However, at high
eld, the magnetization of the excited state converges to that of the ground state, which
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suggests some coupling between the two states.
It is possible to understand this using the avoided crossing theory. If there is some
coupling between the two states (CoN and CoN ), the crossings between the energy levels
of the two states can be avoided. The e¤ect of the magnetic eld can be depicted using
the Zeeman diagram (Figure 48). The clusters start from their various rotational, vibration
and electronic levels outside the magnetic eld. When they enter the magnetic eld, the
additional Zeeman energy will mix levels with di¤erent initial states. In most cases, the
crossings between cluster levels are avoided. The adiabatic energy levels zigzag with increas-
ing magnetic eld, but the overall trend is a monotonic enhancement of the magnetization.
For large magnetic elds, the magnetization will converge to the magnetization behavior of
the lowest level, which is N .
5.2.5 Narrow-band phenomenon
















 Quasi-f ree electron band
 Tight-binding electron band
Figure 49: Estimated band width of cobalt clusters as a function cluster size, normalized
to the resepctive bulk limit. The electronic spillout spillout is taken to be 1:0A. An atom
on the surface is assumed to have half the neighbours of an interior atom.
In Falicov-Kimball mode (58), G > W=2 is required in order to predict two energy
minima separated by a barrier, indicating that this is a narrow-band phenomenon (NBP)
[59] [139]. For a well-delocalized electron system, the band width is normally very large,
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while for well-localized electrons the language of an energy band is not appropriate any more.
Narrow-band case stands in between these two limits. NBP has been an important issue
for a long time in the bulk material [59] [139]. A lot of interesting physical properties come
from narrow bands, for example valence mixing [63], which occurs when the electron energy
band at the Fermi energy is narrow. In bulk, the band width varies with the itinerancy of
electrons. Normally, the itinerancy is sorted as 4f < 5f < 3d < 4d < 5d [166]. Therefore,
NBP exists for certain materials. Here we show another aspect: NBP emerges for certain
sizes.
The band width of clusters is reduced compared to the bulk limit for both quasi-free
electrons and tight-binding electrons. The density of a quasi-free-electron cloud is lower in
a cluster than that in the bulk because of the electronic spillout spillout. The less congested
electrons result in reduced quasi-free-electron band width, as shown in Figure 49. For tightly
bound electrons, the band width is proportional to the overlap of the neighbouring atoms
and the number of neighbours. In clusters, since there are many atoms on the surface with
fewer neighbors, the band width will also be reduced (Figure 49).
5.2.6 From atom to the bulk
Free atoms of iron group metals are better understood than clusters and the bulk. Electrons
occupy single electron orbitals from low energy to high energy. Although 4s orbital is
supposed to be higher than 3d, the real case is the opposite when electrons from the inner
shell are considered. Therefore, the e¤ective single electron energy "d is greater than "s, as
shown in Figure 50.
When atoms come together, both 4s and 3d electrons tend to form energy bands, but
in very di¤erent ways. The 4s electrons are more free-electron like, and the width of the
band depends on Fermi energy of the quai-free electrons. The 3d electrons are more tightly
bound to the ion cores, the band width depends on the overlapping of electron cloud from
the neighboring atoms and the coordination. The evolution of physical properties from
atom to bulk is closely related to the evolution of the band structures.
Clusters are in between free atoms and the bulk. They have narrow bands. We have
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Figure 50: The energy diagram of cobalt from free atom to the bulk.
shown that the Falicov-Kimball model works very well in explaining novel properties of
ferromagnetic clusters. The size e¤ect of cluster properties was also discussed. One of the
major reasons we wanted to study the ferromagnetic clusters was to see how their properties
evolve in size and to get a complete picture of the physics. We have shown the existence of
the two states separated by an energy barrier, and the merging of the two states in energy
when the cluster size becomes large. The question is: are those two states with quantized
magnetic moments unique in clusters or do they actually remain in bulk in a di¤erent form?
The Falicov-Kimball model predicts two states and an energy barrier for small clusters.
The energy di¤erence decrease with increasing size is also predicted by the model. The
behavior of the energy gap is more complicated. As the size of the cluster becomes larger
and eventually approaches bulk limit, there can be two possibilities.
The rst possibility is that the picture of the two states separated by an energy barrier
persists, but the two states become degenerate in energy. The energy barrier also can be
much lower in bulk. In this case, the bulk actually uctuates between the two states, causing
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the average magnetic moment a fractional number between the quantized numbers. We can
easily estimate the average magnetic moment weighted by the spin degeneracy. For cobalt
< Co >=
2B(2N+1)+1B(N+1)
(2N+1)+(N+1) t 1:7B, and for iron < Fe >=
3B(3N+1)+1B(N+1)
(3N+1)+(N+1) t
2:5B for large N . Both are very close to their bulk value. This is actually another way to
describe itinerant ferromagnetism and explain fractional magnetic moment per atom.
The second possibility is that the energy maximum between the two states actually
becomes a minimum. In this case, the two states eventually evolve into one state with a





Magnetic deections of cobalt clusters CoN are carefully studied. It is shown that even at
very low temperature (T = 20 K) and for small sizes (N = 10), the magnetization of cobalt
clusters closely follows the Langevin function. This is explained by the avoided crossing
model assuming adiabatic processes when the clusters pass through the inhomogeneous
magnetic eld. The apparent relaxation of the magnetization of clusters results from the
evolution of adiabatic energy levels rather than from simple energy exchange with a heat
bath.
Two states (a ground state and a metastable excited state), both with quantized mag-
netic moments per atom, have been found for cobalt and iron clusters. The spin weighted
average magnetic moments of the two states are very close to the bulk value. The energy
di¤erence of the two states decreases with increasing cluster size. The observations can
be understood in the Falicov-Kimball model, which predicts the existence of two states
separated by an energy barrier. The fact that the two states become close in energy at
large sizes and that the average magnetic moments are close to bulk value suggests that the




Magnetism is a complicated many-body problem, even for a system of very small size.
Among many di¤erent magnetic systems, metallic ferromagnets are no doubt the most
intractable. We hereby will study the simplest system (two electron problem), which already
contains crucial ingredients for larger systems.
A.1 Homopolar Molecule - a Test for various exchange in-
teraction models
A homopolar molecule consists of two identical nuclei and two electrons. It is like hydrogen
molecule, but we treat the system as a ctitious one for which we can vary parameters
and change the magnetic order. Using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [117], the
Hamiltonian in this case can be solved exactly. We will also apply Stoner [188] and Hubbard
[74] model to this problem and compare their results with the exact solution.
A.1.1 Original Hamiltonian and exact solution






















where 1 and 2 are two electrons, A and B are two nuclei.
Approximation 1 The two nuclei are assumed xed in space, which is Born-Oppenheimer
approximation.
For simplicity, we can let e
2
40
be unity. One can always regroup the Hamiltonian as





















In fact, H1 and H2 are identical single electron Hamiltonian except for the coordinates.




  1r1A as basis, diagonalize H1 to get the solution.
Approximation 2 For simplicity, we have to make the second approximation to only
consider the lowest eigenstates of the atomic Hamiltonian, say, A(r1) which represents the
lowest atomic eigenstates (atomic orbital) surrounding nucleus A occupied by electron 1.
This can be considered as single band model.









































j0Ck0Cl should be addressed carefully here, be-
cause it involves many di¤erent type of integrals, which include
u  UAAAA
v  UABBA = UBAAB
J  UABAB = UBABA
p  UABBB = UBAAA
q  UAABB = UBBAA:
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e6  j"B#Bi ;
we can write down the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian.
Approximation 3 As a matter of fact, because the overlap integral hB(r1)jA(r1)i is
not necessarily zero, the assumption that the six basis are orthorgonal is the third approxi-
mation we make here. [176]
An important observation is that the 6 dimension space can be reduced to 3 subspaces
which do not mix with each other. The rst two subspaces are one dimensional, including e1
(Sz = 1) and e2 (Sz =  1) respectively. The third subspace consists e3 through e6 (Sz = 0).
It is straightforward however tedious to calculate the matrix elements. We hereby will show
a few examples.











































= 2+ v   J:
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Then the matrix of the Hamiltonian is2666666666666664
v   J 0 0 0 0 0
0 v   J 0 0 0 0
0 0 u t+ p  t  p q
0 0 t+ p v  J t+ p
0 0  t  p  J v  t  p
0 0 q t+ p  t  p u
3777777777777775
; (60)
where the constant 2 for every diagonal element is abbreviated for simplicity. If we only
consider the subspace e3 through e6, the Hamiltonian is reduced to:266666664
u t+ p  t  p q
t+ p v  J t+ p
 t  p  J v  t  p




Dene T  t+ p, one has 266666664
u T  T q
T v  J T
 T  J v  T
q T  T u
377777775
:
Then we have the eigenvectors and their eigenenergies:
Eigenstate Eigenenergy
1 = e1 v   J








( e3 + e6) u  q
5 v +
1




(u+ q   v   J)2 + 16T 2
6 v +
1




(u+ q   v   J)2 + 16T 2
;
where the the 5th and 6th eigenvectors are the superpositions of basis e3 through e6 but
too complicated to show.
There are several important observations:
 The triplet (magnetic) states 1, 2 and 3 have the same energy, but the singlet state
is not an eigenstate.
 The ground state can be magnetic or nonmagnetic depending on the parameters u,




(u+ q   v   J)2 + 16T 2. If
J2 + J(u+ q   v) > 2T 2; (61)
1 through 3 are the ground states, otherwise, the nonmagnetic state 5 is the ground
state. Hence, J is an extremely important parameter, although it may be much smaller
than u and T . As we know, u should be the largest among these parameters, so it is
not so di¢ cult to satisfy (61) even if J is much smaller than T .
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Integral J represents the energy for exchanging two nearest neighbor indistinguishable
particles, which is completely a quantum e¤ect. The two particles have to have the same
spin to be able to do this. So this is really an "exchange" energy, which favors alignment
of spins to the same orientation.
Lets take a look at these parameters now in the case of two 3d electrons.
Parameter u is the on-site repulsion energy, Hubbard [74] estimated u as 20 eV for 3d
electrons.
Parameter v is the coulomb energy of two electrons on nearest neighbors, estimated as
1=40 eV by Hubbard.
Parameter J is the exchange energy of two electrons in two nearest neighbor sites, 3 eV
for 3d electrons again according to Hubbard, considering the screening.
Parameter p is like the hopping energy of single electron, which is estimated as 1=2 eV
by Hubbard for 3d electrons.
Parameter q is the hopping energy of two electrons from one site to the nearest neighbor
at the same time, Hubbard estimated it of order as v, 1=40 eV.
Parameter t is the single electron hopping energy considered in single electron picture,
which is basically the band-width divided by twice of the number of nearest neighbors. This
should be on the order of 1=2 eV.
If we plug in these numbers
u = 20 eV
v = 1=40 eV
J = 3 eV
t = 1=2 eV
p = 1=2 eV
q = 1=40 eV;
we actually get uJ  2T 2, which means v   J is lower energy.
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A.1.2 Hubbard model




0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 u T  T 0
0 0 T 0 0 T
0 0  T 0 0  T
0 0 0 T  T u
3777777777777775
:
The eigenstates and eigenenergies are
Eigenstate Eigenenergy
Hubbard1 = e1 0






































u2 + 16T 2:
Falicov studied this problem carefully [54] using Hubbard model and found the same
result as ours: the system is never magnetic no matter how you tune the parameters u
and T . It is not di¢ cult to see that the nonmagnetic state Hubbard5 is always the ground
state. From the criteria (61) we can see that this is simply because the model ignored the
important parameter J .
A.1.3 Stoner model
It is interesting that by applying the two parameters u and T , Stoner model [188] actually is
able to predict the possible existence of magnetic states. The Stoner model can be treated
as a Hubbard model in molecular orbital space, considering only the on-diagonal terms. To
deal with this problem, using Stoners model, we should get the Hamiltonian in molecular
















f6  j"b#bi ;
The transformation matrix between feig and ffig is
 =
2666666666666664
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1=2  1=2 1=2 1=2
0 0  1=2  1=2 1=2 1=2
0 0 1=2  1=2 1=2  1=2









v   J 0 0 0 0 0
0 v   J 0 0 0 0
0 0



























































If we ignore v, J and q, we have Hubbard Hamiltonian
HHubbardk =
2666666666666664
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0  2T + 12u 0 0
1
2u
0 0 0 12u  
1
2u 0
0 0 0  12u
1
2u 0





Looking only at the on-diagonal terms, the di¤erence u=2  2T will decide if the system is
magnetic. Although the Stoner model is able to predict the existence of magnetic states,
the conclusion is dubious, because if two atoms are remote (T = 0), the model still predicts
spin alignment, which is against common sense. The exact solution, from this case yields
J = 0 as well as T = 0, causing the magnetic and non-magnetic states degenerate. Thus,
the spin alignment has nothing to do with energy there.
A.2 Two electron atom problem
A small modication of Hamiltonian (59) will lead us to the two-electron atom problem.




















This time, we dont need to apply Born-Oppenheimer approximation because there is only
one nucleus. Again one can regroup the Hamiltonian as
















We can choose the two lowest solution of H1 a and b as the starting point and write down




















g6  j"b#bi :
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Now we have more types of integrals.
ua  Uaaaa
ub = Ubbbb
v  Uabba = Ubaab
J  Uabab = Ubaba
pa  Ubaaa
pb  Uabbb
q  Uaabb = Ubbaa:
The matrix of the Hamiltonian is26666666666666666666664
a + b
+v   J




0 0 0 0
0 0 2a + ua pa  pb q
0 0 pa a + b + v  J pa
0 0  pb  J a + b + v  pb
0 0 q pa  pb 2b + ub
37777777777777777777775
;
Unfortunately, the analytical solution of this Hamiltonian dees a simple interpretation.
However we can look at some very useful special cases.
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A.2.1 Case 1: a = b = , pa = pb = p, ua = ub = u
In this case the two states a and b are degenerate. The solution is
Eigenstate Eigenenergy
1 = e1 2+ v   J








( e3 + e6) 2+ u  q
5 2+ v +
1




(u  v   J + q)2 + 16p2
6 2+ v +
1




(u  v   J + q)2 + 16p2
:
Whether the magnetic states are the ground states depends on the relative size of J2 +
J(u+ q  v) and 2p2. Normally, the former is much larger than the latter, which favors the
alignment of the two spins. This is actually one of the Hunds rules.
A.2.2 Case 2: pa = pb = 0
In thise case the mixing of the two states is ignored. The solution is
Eigenstate Eigenenergy
1 = e1 1 + 2 + v   J
















1 + 2 + v + u 
p








1 + 2 + v + u+
p
q2 + (1   2)2
:
The condition for magnetic states to be the ground states is that u+J >
p
q2 + (1   2)2.
Apparently, if the energy di¤erence 1   2 is large enough, electrons will both occupy the
lower states. Otherwise the Coulomb repulsion will keep them apart.
A.3 Summary
The exact solution of two electron homopolar molecule problem has been discussed, which
claries the deciency of Hubbard and Stoner models. Both magnetic and non-magnetic
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states are predicted by the exact solution under certain conditions.
It is not so di¢ cult to extend this model to a molecule with more sites, or maybe




STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS OF CLUSTER
BEAM
In a laser ablation source, the metal sample is vaporized by intense laser pulses creating
a hot metal-ion plasma. Clusters are generated out of the hot plasma which releases the
heat. Therefore clusters are very hot when they are created and all degrees of freedom
(translational, rotational, vibrational and electronic) are excited. There are two mecha-
nisms that can take away energy from the clusters and thereby reduce their temperature.
Thermalization occurs with the background gas in the source cavity and in the subsequent
adiabatic expansion through the nozzle. We are going to discuss these two mechanisms.
B.1 Thermalization in the source
B.1.1 Degrees of freedom
In the source cavity, clusters are thermalized by collisions with background He gas. The
thermalization rate or relaxation time is di¤erent for the various degrees of freedom. The
translational temperature (TT ) is the easiest to thermalize, then the rotational temperature
(TR) and vibrational temperature (Tv). It has been shown [119] [23] that in the source with
a pressure of about 100 Torr and temperature 300 K, the vibrational relaxation time is on






where cross is the cross-section of the collision, P is the pressure, THe is the temperature
of the background He gas and mHe is the mass of He atom. We nd that the vibrational
relaxation time at 1 Torr and 20 K is about 0:2 ms, which is well below the dwell time in
the source that we measured in the experiment ( 2 ms at 20 K). The relaxation times for
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rotations and translations are shorter than for the vibration, so that the thermalization with
the background gas should be complete too. Hence, thermalization of these three degrees
of freedom are complete for all source conditions used in the experiments [58]. However,
the electronic degree of freedom is more di¢ cult to thermalize than the other three. If the
relaxation time for electronic energy is one order of magnitude greater than for vibration,
the experiment will be running on the edge. In other words, the thermalization of electronic
energy will be very sensitive to the source conditions (i.e., pressure and temperature). In
the next section, well show how to adjust the source condition to change thermalization.
B.1.2 Two-chamber system
Here we are concerned with the problem of gas discharge in the reservoir and source cavity.
We can consider this problem generically as a two-chamber problem shown in Figure 51,
where chamber 1 represents the reservoir, chamber 2 represents the source cavity.
Figure 51: The generic problem of two chambers.
Make an analogy with electric circuit, we can imagine that those two-chambers have
capacitance C1 and C2 and amount of gas N1 and N2. The connection between rst and
the second chamber should have a resistance R1, and for the nozzle, we have R2, which





































































































Figure 52: General behavior of discharge in the two-chamber system. Parameters assumed





The behavior of gas discharge is shown in Figure 52. The pressure is dened as P 
N
C , and P0 is the initial pressure in the rst chamber. Basically, the pressure in rst
chamber decreased monotonically, in second chamber it shows a peak, which is crucial for
the thermalization of metal vapor in the experiments.
The parameters used in Figure 52 are C1C2 = 1 and
R2
R1
= 1, which is not the case for the
real source. For the real source, since the volume of the rst and second chambers are 0:05
cm3 and 0:25 cm3 respectively, the ratio C1C2 is about 5. For the resistance, because R /
l
A ,
where l is the length and A is the area of the cross-section, we can estimate the ratio from
the dimension of the nozzles and the tunnel between reservoir and the source cavity. The
ratios R1R2 are about 100, 70 and 50, for short, intermediate and long nozzle we used in the
experiments.
Now we can plug in the real numbers for real case to get an idea of how the discharge
depends on the source conditions.
Because the second pulsed valve connects the rst and second chamber, and the duration
(T1) from which the valve is open can be controlled externally. We will tune T1 and see the
response. In Figure 53, the discharge with di¤erent T1 is shown. Note that, when the valve
is closed, the discharge in the second chamber becomes faster. Therefore, to get a stronger
pulse, the duration T1 should not be much less than C2R1. The calculation assumed that
C1
C2
= 1 and R1R2 = 50.
Another parameter that can be varied in the experiments is the length of the nozzle,
corresponding to change of the resistance R2.
In Figure 54, it is obvious that the smaller the resistance ratio R1R2 , the higher and the
broader the peak is for the pressure in the second chamber. The three curves correspond
more or less to the three nozzles we used in the experiments.
Another observation from Figure 53 and Figure 54 is the reduced pressure in the second
chamber compared with the initial pressure in the rst chamber. Assuming that the rst
chamber (reservoir) has a initial pressure P0 = 0:1 bar= 76 Torr, we can nd that the
maximum pressure in the second chamber (source cavity) will be only about 1 Torr.
Hence, the conclusion is by the adjusting the second pulse value timing and the length
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Figure 53: Gas discharge in rst and second chamber with di¤erent pulse valve timing.
Note that when the valve between rst and second chamber close early, the gas pressure




of the nozzle, thermalization conditions can be adjusted. As mentioned in B.1.1, for trans-
lation, rotation and vibration, the thermalization is complete for all source conditions used
in the experiments. But for the electronic degree of freedom, thermalization can be ad-
justed from poor to good. Hence the parameter changes will a¤ect the thermalization of
the electronic states.
B.2 Free jet expansion
After the thermalization in the source cavity, the clusters mixed with the background gas
will exit the source and freely expand out the nozzle. The free jet expansion will cool the
background gas and it will also a¤ect the temperature of the clusters. For He carrier gas,
the only degree of freedom here is the translation, which is very easy to cool [161]. However
for the clusters, the case is more complicated. Although the translational temperature of
clusters is reduced, it has been shown experimentally that the vibrations of clusters are not
a¤ected by the expansion even at higher pressures [34]. The electronic degree of freedom
should not be a¤ected either. The rotational temperature may be reduced, but not much
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Figure 54: Gas discharge in rst and second chamber with di¤erent nozzle length. Note
that when the resistence of the nozzle is higher, corresponding longer nozzle, the distribution
of amount of gas in second chamber is not only broader, but also with higher peak. The
parameters assumed here are C2C1 = 50, T1 =1.
more than the vibrational temperature [161]. In our two-chamber source, the reduced pres-
sure will make the expansion quasi-e¤usive [23], reducing the beam speed. For supersonic




. For e¤usion the mean speed isq
3kBT
mHe




, suggesting a large velocity
slip, which reduces the cooling e¤ect of the expansion [93]. Because the pressure-nozzle
diameter product (PD factor) for our source is 1 to 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
reported in Ref [93], we expect little or no rotational cooling in experiment, extrapolating
their empirical relation between PD and reduction of the rotational temperature.
B.3 Cluster beam
At about 10 nozzle diameters downstream from the source, the rst skimmer extracts the
center line of the free jet, generating the cluster beam. After the rst skimmer, clusters
enter the collision free chamber with much lower pressure (10 6 Torr). Note that statistics
of clusters in a beam need to be treated carefully because they are measured in a very
di¤erent environment than the source in which they were generated.
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B.3.1 Frozen canonical ensemble
The cluster beam ensemble is a special ensemble compared with the common types, i.e.,
microcanonical, canonical and grand canonical ensembles. As discussed above, clusters are
generated in the source at a well-dened temperature and reach equilibrium with the source.
At this point clusters can be considered as canonical ensemble [71] with a well-dened
temperature Tsource. The energy of each cluster uctuates quickly, but the ensemble average
is constant. After the free jet expansion, the clusters are isolated from the background
gas and other clusters. Each individual cluster has to be described using microcanonical
ensemble, for which the energy is constant. Since the free jet expansion hardly a¤ects
the rotation, vibration and electronic energy, the collection of clusters still represents the
canonical ensemble with temperature Tsource, however the energy of each cluster does not
uctuate. It is like a snapshot of the canonical ensemble, which we call the frozen canonical
ensemble.
B.3.1.1 Energy distribution
The energy distribution of clusters can be described by canonical ensemble characterized
by the temperature Tsource. The fact that the clusters are small and comprise only a few
atoms makes a crucial di¤erence here.
Continuous spectrum If the energy separation of the clusters is much smaller than
kBTsource, the spectrum can be consider continuous. Normally, for the temperature that
is higher than 20 K, the spectra of translations and rotation can both be considered to be








where E is the energy, N(E) is the density of states. For a density of states that is
proportional to th power of energy, say N(E) / E , one nds that
< E >= ( + 1)kBT .
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We can also calculate the energy uctuation dened by
E 
p
< (E  < E >)2 > =
p
< E2 >   < E >2:
Since < E2 >= ( + 1)( + 2)(kBT )2, so that E =
p
( + 1)kBT .
An important observation is the relation between  and number of degrees of freedom.
Generally speaking, the total number of degrees of freedom for a cluster of Na atoms is 3Na.









, which suggests that the uctuations
for small clusters are much larger than for bulk.
Discrete spectrum If the energy level separation in the clusters is on the order of or
larger than kBTsource, then the spectrum has to be treated as discrete. For small clusters, at
low temperature, the vibrational and electronic energies belong to this category. Therefore,










where Dn is the degeneracy. If we assume the energy spectrum is uniformly spaced (in other
words En = n and Dn = 1, where  is the energy spacing), we nd the average


















The rotational energy of a cluster is Er =
~2Nr(Nr+1)
2Ir
, whereNr is the rotational quantum
number and Ir is the moment of inertia. For a rough estimate, we can assume the same















Figure 55: The rotational constant for cobalt clusters of di¤erent size.
The energy spacings of the rotational levels are much smaller than the lowest temper-
ature we can achieve in experiment, therefore, rotation spectrum can be considered to be
continuous.
 Vibrations
At low temperature, the vibrational spectrum of a cluster has to be treated as discrete.
For the vibrational mode !i, the energy separation in (65) is i = ~!i, hence the average
number of phonons (i.e. occupied vibrational states) is < ni >= <Ei>i =
1
e=kBT 1 . Since
there are 3Na 6 modes in the clusters, where Na is the number of atoms in the cluster. The












, where !Debye is the
bulk Debye frequency. The maximum frequency is also reduced from !Debye. Assuming a
specic lattice structure and using the same spring constant as for the bulk, one can get an
idea of of the distribution of vibrational modes.
Figure 56 shows an example of vibrational modes for Co10. We can see the minimum
frequency is almost one half of the !Debye (TDebye 
~!Debye
kB
= 445 K [117]), and the
maximum frequency is also lower than !Debye. This lower cuto¤ frequency inhibits the
excitations of phonons in small clusters, as shown later below. Using the same assumptions
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Figure 56: The number of vibrational modes of di¤erent energies assuming fcc lattice.
Notice that the lower cuto¤ energy for small clusters is around 100 K.
as before, we can calculate total number of phonons in for di¤erent cluster sizes as a function
of temperature.
Figure 57 shows the average total number of phonons for selected cobalt clusters. It is
obvious that at T = 20 K, the average number of phonons is well below 0:1, even for cluster
with as many as 200 atoms.
Alternatively we can calculate the probability that a cluster is in its ground vibrational












= 1  e ~!i=kBT :








Figure 58 shows the probability p, which clearly shows the trend that at 20 K the clusters
are frozen in their vibrational ground states.
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Figure 57: Average total number of phonons in CoN clusters, which is based on fcc lattice
and same spring constant between atoms as in the bulk.
B.3.2 Single clusters
The observed properties of clusters in a beam correspond to their ensemble behavior, yet
the external perturbations we impose (magnetic eld, electric eld, photon illumination)
are always on every single clusters, because the clusters are isolated. Therefore to analyze
the response of the clusters to external perturbations, we start from isolated single clusters,
which are described by the microcanonical ensemble.
For a normal microcanonical ensemble, energy is xed, however there can be a large
number of possible microstates. According to the equipartition theorem, the probability for
every microstate is the same. If number of microstates at energy E is 
(E), we can dene













Figure 58: The propabilities for CoN clusters to be at their ground vibrational states,
which is based on fcc lattice and same spring constants between atoms in clusters as those
in bulk.
B.3.2.1 Low energy
Because the picture of (66a) takes continuity and ergodicity as assumptions, it breaks down
for low energy clusters.
Continuity At an energy scale less than the energy spacing, the energy spectrum can not
be treated as continuous. We also showed that vibrations have a discrete spectrum. In this
case, the denition of temperature using (66b) is not appropriate. Actually, it will give us
unphysical temperature due to the crudeness of entropy energy relation. Therefore, for a
single low-energy small particle, temperature is not a well-dened physical quantity. Total
energy should be used instead.
Ergodicity While the vibrations become discrete for the low-energy clusters we study,
the rotations remain almost continuous. However, because the clusters in the beam are
free, we have to consider the conservation of angular moment. Note that conservation laws
always destroy ergodicity [142] [18]. The more conservation laws the system has to obey,
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the less ergodic the system is. To describe number of microstates, we have to be conned
within a subspace that respects the conservation laws. For example, the equations (66a)
should be replaced by S(E; J; Jz) = kB ln
(E; J; Jz), where J and Jz are the total angular
momentum and the projection of angular moment on a certain direction. The consequence
of the reduced ergodicity will be the incomplete relaxation.
B.3.2.2 High energy
In most of our experiments, clusters have very low energy. If vibrations are not excited, only
three degrees of freedom corresponding to the rotations are left. Hence the mean energy is
about 32kBT , which is a very small energy. On the other hand, if the energy of the cluster is
actually much higher than ~!Debye, we can use formula (66a) and (66b) to get the entropy,
temperature, and even heat capacity.






where Evtotal is total vibrational energy, Nmodes is the number of vibrational modes of
the cluster, ni is the number of phonons for mode !i. If Evtotal  ~!Debye, one has
nmaxi =
Evtotal
~!i , where n
max
i is the maximum number of phonons for mode !i. The number
of microstates 
(Evtotal) is the number of combinations of fnig that satises (67).
To calculate 
(Evtotal), we can consider a Nmodes dimensional space for which the coor-
dinates are fnig. Then 
(Evtotal) is proportional the "area" of the Nmodes   1 dimensional
plane described by (67). Apparently, using a geometry analogy, one has

(Evtotal) / ENmodes 1vtotal : (68)






















It is interesting to look at the problem another way: assume that mode !i is connected the





For the high energy case ~!i=kBT  1, < ni >= kBT=~!i. Invoking the temperature we
just found in (69), one gets < ni >=
Evtotal
(Nmodes 1)~!i , which is slightly di¤erent from (70). The
reason is that we did not consider change in the heat bath when we remove some energy
from it. Nevertheless, even for cluster of 10 atoms, Nmodes = 24, the di¤erence is very small.
Example: photon heating In the photon heating experiment, if a cluster absorbs one
photon of 500 nm wavelength, the additional energy is Ephoton = 2:5 eV, which is several
orders of magnitude higher than 32kBT . Because of angular momentum conservation, only
a very small amount of energy will go into the rotational degree of freedom. Suppose
the energy Ephoton all goes to the vibrational degree of freedom, then, because Ephoton 
~!Debye, all of the vibrational modes will be excited.
Figure 59 shows the vibrational temperature for clusters of di¤erent size. Apparently,
the temperature only depends on number of vibrational modes in the clusters, hence only
on the number of atoms in cluster. In other words, as long as Ephoton  ~!Debye, Figure
59 presents a universal picture.
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Figure 59: Vibrational temperature of clusters after absorption of a single photon of energy
2.5 eV, assuming no vibrational modes are excited before the absorption.
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APPENDIX C
DECONVOLUTION OF BEAM PROFILE
As we know, in the Stern-Gerlach deection experiment, when the eld is o¤, the beam
prole Ioff () observed represents the natural resolution of the apparatus, including col-
limation, time of ight uncertainty etc. When the eld is turned on, the observed beam
prole Ion() is a convolution of the natural resolution (Ioff ()) and the distribution prole
(P ()) of clusters,
Ion() = Ioff ()
 P () 
Z 1
 1
Ioff (x)P (   x)dx: (71)
Hence, in principle if Ion() and Ioff () are known, P () can be found by deconvolution
[81]. Clearly, the narrower the width of Ioff () is, the closer the prole Ion() is to P (),
which means that narrower collimation improves resolution. However, reduced collimation
also reduces the intensity of the cluster beam. In other words increases the statistical
uncertainty of the prole. Therefore the nite width of the Ioff () is unavoidable. We are
really interested in P (). Hence it is of great signicance in the data analysis to extract the
prole P () from the observed proles Ion() and Ioff ().





Ioffj Pi j ; (72)
where Ioni I
off
i and Pi are the discrete proles I
on(), Ioff () and P (). In principle,
we can solve the prole Pi using linear algebra. Unfortunately, if we do that the result
is always unsatisfactory: unphysical negative Pi will be found. This is because of the
experimental errors in the data. Actually (71) and (72) only hold when the experimental
data is collected for innite amount of time, which will removes random noise in the proles.
In real cases, random noise is always there and not identical for Ion() and Ioff (), thus
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Ion() RN1() = (Ioff () RN2())
P (), where RN1() and RN2() are noise functions
for proles Ion() and Ioff (), respectively.
To deal with this problem, we introduced a method that allows deconvolution under
certain circumstances. Instead of solving the linear equations (72), we build up a trial
function P trial(), and minimize the absolute di¤erence
Ion()  Ioff ()
 P trial(). The
algorithm is briefed as following:
 Calculate the rst and second moments di¤erences between proles Ion() and Ioff ().
 Construct a Gaussian function using these di¤erences just found as the initial trial
function.
 Calculate the di¤erence Idif ()  Ion()  Ioff ()
 Itrial().
 Use the function Idif () as a feedback to improve the trial function P trial() =
P trial()   feedbackIdif (), where feedback is the parameter for feedback strength.
feedback is positive and much smaller than 1. P trial() is forced to be positive.
 Repeat the two proceeding steps until the di¤erence is small enough.
 The function P trial() now is the deconvolved prole P deconv().
Figure 60 shows an example of the results of our deconvolution method. The convolution
Ioff ()
P deconv() ts the raw data Ion() very well. After the deconvolution the two peaks
become well resolved in the prole P deconv(). The absolution value of prole P deconv()










Unfortunately this method is not universal. It works for the case that width of Ion() is
clearly larger than width of Ioff (), in other words signicant broadening of Ion() compared
with Ioff (). Nevertheless, it is excellent for analyzing beam proles of iron group clusters
for which the width change is on the same order of the width of prole Ioff (). The
uncertainty of the method is reected in the broadening of the prole P deconv(). In fact,
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Figure 60: Example of deconvolution using beam prole of the cobalt cluster with 30 atoms.
(a)Raw data of prole Ioff (), Ion(), and the prole found from Ioff () 
 Ideconv().
(b)Ideconv() found from deconvolution method.
the real peaks in Figure 60b should be sharper than shown there. Because of random noise,
the method has to force P deconv() to be positive denite, by sacricing ne structure in
Ion(), as shown in Figure 60a. Hence the prole Ioff () 
 P deconv() is slightly broader
than Ion(). This uncertainty can only be reduced by reducing random noise, hence by
improving the quality of the raw data Ioff () and Ion().
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APPENDIX D
ENERGETICS OF IRON GROUP METAL CLUSTERS





d + Ed d + Es s + Ed s
where every term will be explained in the following.
D.1 Single electron energy
Single electron energies are basically interactions between electrons and ionic cores. Accord-
ing to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the mass ratio between ions and electrons is
so large that to rst order approximation, we can study one of them and treat the other as
an e¤ective potential.
D.1.1 Esingles single electron energy for 4s electrons
The electrons from 4s atomic orbitals become quasi-free when atoms come together in
clusters and bulk. These quasi-free electrons form a wide band which is on the order of 20
eV for the bulk.










where E0F is the Fermi energy when Ns = N , E
0
s is approximately the single electron energy
of s atomic orbital. Note that the bottom of the band is relatively xed. If we simplify the









D.1.2 Esingled single electron energies for 3d electrons
Unlike 4s electrons, 3d electrons are more tightly bound to the nuclei. When atoms come
together in clusters, they also form an energy band but with much smaller width than that
of the 4s band. In bulk, the 3d band width is about 5eV. These electrons are more localized
than the 4s electrons, especially in clusters, because in clusters the coordination is reduced
and the translational symmetry is lost.
The tight-binding model is a useful approximation to describe d electrons. The wave



















Rj is the position of the ith atom [117]. For cluster, only
P
j
jaj j2 = 1 is true however.











where E0d is approximately the single electron energy of 3d atomic orbital, Wd is the width
of 3d band.
Note that, the center of 3d bands are more or less xed in contrast to the xed bottom
of 4s band.
D.2 Electron-electron interaction energy
In the Hartree-Fock approximation, the multielectronic wave function can be represented
as a single Slater determinant that combines the single-electron wave functions. If the jth
































Note that this term vanishes when j1 6= j2 .
D.2.1 Ed d interaction between 3d electrons
The polarization of d electrons should be addressed rst. It is easy to show that the condition




Z aj14 dj1 ( !r1)dj1 ( !r2) 1r12dj1( !r2)dj1( !r1)d1d2:
If we consider number of electrons in the 3d band as a variable, in the case of more than a
half-lled 3d band, the interaction energy is:
Ed d = (20Nd   100)Id d:
Ignoring the constant term, we get
Ed d = 20NdId d:
D.2.2 Es s interaction between 4s electrons
Compared to 3d electrons, 4s electrons are more free-electron like. So the correlation be-
tween 4s electrons is less important than that for 3d electrons. We can ignore this part for
the rst order approximation.
D.2.3 Ed s interaction between dl and s electrons
This part of interaction is basically the classical Coulomb repulsion. It is referred to as the





where we assume that interactions between the s orbital and various d orbitals are the same.
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D.3 Summary of total energy





































and ignore the narrow band width Wd, we get the total energy
Et = "sNs +
W
2N




which is actually the Falicov-Kimball model [55] except that we have included the band
width of the 4s electrons
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